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"Does the hutnan race
have a future?''
A daunting question with which to open the 1997
CIP Conference in St. John's. I know that planners
can handle virtually anything, but determining
whether human beings have a
future over the next million
years is a rather tall order.
However, who better than
Gwynne Dyer to put our minds
at rest. He reassured us with his
optimism, and explained why
the human race does indeed
have a future and why it makes
sense to carry on Exploring New

Directions in Planning.
As I attended the conference sessions, I was fascinated
to discover that "new directions" were in fact "old directions"-or perhaps "timeless
directions." No matter what
tools we use, be they crayons or computers, planning has always involved (and hopefully always will
involve) recognizing basic human values and using
the best of our problem-solving abilities.
In fact, Gwynne Dyer's basis for optimism was
that new means of communication are enabling us
to return to the methods used by our ancestors: the
ability to work together in large social groups,
reaching decisions by consensus with everyone having a say-no need for tyrants. What better place to
be reminded of this than in Newfoundland, with its
old world values and Islanders who would rather
gather in the kitchen to talk and sing than sit in
solitary isolation before a television screen.
From Gwynne Dyer's general look at the next
thousand years, through the 10- to 30-year framework of regional planning, to Ted Brown's year-toyear monitoring for the City of Calgary, you will
notice a timeless planning process reflected. This
process involves seeing the big picture-having a
vision of the future and expressing that vision in a
way which captures the attention of the community.
It means making sure that plans are presented with
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a sense of humour and modesty; that all parties have
the opportunity to participate; and that something
positive is actually achieved.
It is my pleasure to thank
the conference committee,
chaired by Stan Clinton, and
the many speakers, moderators,
and backroom workers for all of
their hard work, and to compliment the committee and all
those who participated from the
floor on a successful conference.
If I had to choose a highlight, it
would be Leslie Grattan, the
Newfoundland Deputy
Minister of Environment and
Labour, talking about the future
of environmental planning from
a Newfoundland perspective.
Unperturbed by the Delta
Hotel's fire alarms, she talked about trust, honesty,
listening, and separating fact from fiction as essential ingredients in environmental studies. From
my point of view, she could have included all
planning studies.
Leslie Grattan concluded with a recent experience
where sharing food contributed to seeing a problem
from the other point of view. At first contact there
was "not even a cup of coffee," but the establishment
of trust and understanding resulted in a celebratory
closing banquet attended by the whole community.
So, keep sharing-and keep searching for the human
values of simplicity and trust fostered and reaffirmed
by the Newfoundland experience.

Antony Parr FPIBC, MCIP
Senior Editor
November issue
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«

La race huniaine
a-t-elle un avenir? »

Voila une question difficile pour inaugurer le
congres 1997 de l'ICU a St. John's. Je sais que !es
urbanistes sont tres polyvalents, mais la question de
savoir s'il y aura encore des etres humains clans un
million d'annees est plutot de taille. Mais qui mieux
que Gwynne Dyer pour apaiser
nos esprits. II nous a d' ailleurs
rassures d'un con opcirnisce en
nous expliquant pourquoi la
race humaine a un avenir et
pourquoi nous devons
continuer d'etre A la recherche
de nouveLles orientations en
urbanisme.
En assistant aux seances du
congres, j' ai ere fascine de
decouvrir que ces « nouvelles
orientations » etaient en fair
d'« anciennes orientations » ou,
peut-ecre, des « orientations
ecernelles ». Peu importe !es
oucils que nous ucilisons, qu'il
s'agisse de crayons ou d'ordinaceurs, l'urbanisme a
coujours repose (er j'espere qu'il continuera coujours
de reposer) sur la reconnaissance des valeurs
humaines fondamentales et sur notre capacite de
resoudre !es problemes.
En fair, l'optimisme de M. Dyer ecait motive
par le fair que !es nouveaux moyens de
communication nous permettent de recourner aux
mechodes de nos ancecres, c'esc-a-dire: cravailler
ensemble au sein de regroupements sociaux, prenant
des decisions par voie de consensus ou chacun a son
mot a dire. Fini la cyrannie! Que! meilleur endroic
pour nous rappeler cecce realice que Terre-Neuve,
avec ses valeurs d'aucrefois et ses insulaires qui
preferent se rassembler clans la cuisine pour discuter
er chanter au lieu de s'asseoir seul devant un ecran
de television?
De la perspective globale envisagee par Gwynne
Dyer pour le prochain millier d' annees, en passant
par le cadre de dix a trente ans propre aux plans
d'amenagement du territoire, jusqu'au controle
annuel propose par Ted Brown pour la ville de
Calgary, vous decouvrirez que l'urbanisme est un
processus continue!. Ce processus consiste a voir

4
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!'image globale, a avoir une vision de l'avenir et a
exprimer cette vision de maniere a capcer !'attention
de la collectivite. II faut s'assurer que !es plans sont
presentes avec humour et modestie, que routes !es
parties ont la possibilice de participer et que le
resultat est posicif.
II me fair plaisir de
remercier le cornice du congres,
preside par Scan Clinton,
ainsi que !es nombreux
conferenciers, moderateurs et
travailleurs en coulisse pour leur
excellent travail. Je tiens aussi a
feliciter le cornice et rous ceux
qui Ont contribue a la reussite
de ce congres. Si j'avais a choisir
un fair saillant, ce serait la sousministre de !'Environnement
et de la Main-cl' oeuvre de
Terre-Neuve, Mme Leslie
Grattan, qui a parle de l'avenir
de l'amenagement
environnemental de la perspective de Terre-Neuve.
Imperturbee par la sonnerie des avercisseurs
d'incendie de !'hotel Delta, die a declare que la
confiance, l'honnetete, la capacite d'ecouter et de
distinguer entre !es fairs et la fiction sont des
ingredients essentiels pour !es etudes
environnementales. Amon avis, elle aurait pu
ajoucer !es ecudes en urbanisme.
Mme Grattan a conclu en decrivant une
experience recente ou le partage d'aliments a permis
percevoir un probleme du point de vue oppose. Au
premier contact, ii n'y avait « meme pas une tasse d_e
cafe », mais la confiance et la comprehension se sont
soldees par un banquet de cloture de celebration
auquel a participe !'ensemble de la collectivite.
Continuez done de partager et de rechercher Jes
valeurs humaines de la simplicite et de la confiance
reiterees par !'experience de Terre-Neuve.

Antony Parr FPIBC, MCIP
Redacteur principal, Numero de novembre
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Clinton,

Conference

The theme of the 1997 CIP Conference held in Sr.
John's, Newfoundland in July was "Quest For a
Better World: Exploring New D irections in
Planning." The subthemes were "Society in
Transition," "The Challenge of Uncertainty,"
"Social and Economic Equity," and "Opportunities
for Professional Practice." Did the conference live
up to these expectations?
The opening plenary address was delivered by
freelance journalist Gwynne Dyer, who assessed the
last millennium as a qualified success. He concluded
that there is a future, and it will be progressively
better than the past.
Having accepted Dyer's proposition, what then
is the "Future For Rural Canada?" Our debate was
led by moderator Rex Murphy, and demonstrated,
to the satisfaction of the delegates that indeed rural
Canada does have a future. Brian Tobin, the
Premier of Newfoundland, illustrated how, out of
necessity, the future will be different from the past.
A rural province previously dependent on the fishery and other resource industries is now embracing
the technological revolution. Nevertheless, the
mobile workshops emphasized a greater recognition
of the natural environment and respect for the past,
both of which appear to have an increasingly important role in humanity's future direction.
We were given insight into changes taking place
elsewhere on the globe by Pieter Claassen, who
described how South Africa's planning system has
adapted to change in that country. In particular,
how major local government change has amalgamated different ideologies, and how the system
must now confront this reality. Stephanie Knox's
excellent presentation on coastal zone management
in Australia illustrated that there is little difference
between the political realities of Canadian provinces
and Australian states.
The changing face of the planning profession
and the opportunities for professional practice were
highlighted in sessions demonstrating the planner's
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Chair

increasing involvement in nontraditional planning
roles, the export of our expertise, and the introduction of planning concepts ro children. Interestingly
enough, conference registration reflected this greater
diversity with a significant proportion of participants coming from outside our membership.
The exploration of new technology in planning
brought forward thought-provoking ideas: the
movement from brick and mortar to the virtual
office was proposed. Perhaps the speaker had not yet
been acquainted with the experience of the Gandalf
Corporation. Their virtual office software was a little ahead of its time and landed this information
technology highflier in bankruptcy trouble.
However, it is clear that the business of the future
will, out of necessity, be geared toward the exchange
of information and ordering and/or buying products through the Internet. What will this mean for
shops as we know them and shopping centres and,
by extension, cities as we presently contemplate
them? Suffice it to say, for the purposes of this argument, the opening plenary speaker Gwynne Dyer,
although recognizing the ability of technology to
provide for dispersal, still saw a future for cities.
Cities are the dynamic institutions where things
happen, where people want to be, and they will consequencly adapt and grow and continue to need the
support of their rural hinterlands.
The social program was a great success, from
the opening personal greeting by the Mayor of Sr.
John's, to the treasure hunt, to the wrap-up with
Buddy Wasisname and the Other Fellers-all highlighting Newfoundland hospitality and love of fun.
What better way to face the future!
The sessions were thought-provoking," raised
the appropriate questions-particularly "Where do
we go from here?"-and I think provided some
answers. The conference committee achieved its aim
and provided an intellectually stimulating event and
a socially pleasing experience.
49
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Gwynne Dyer

The Future of
the Human
the "be-all" as the "end-all," but Dyer
himself says that he has never been able to
join in such hysteria.
He comes by his optimism parcly by
his positive assessment of the 20th century
as "a good century with a few bad bics"pointing especially to a progressive comparison of circumstances in 1897 with
those in 1997. There has been considerable democratization of lace, and almost
entirely without violence. He cautions,
however, that problems are not entirely
solved because "the chief source of problems in the world is the solutions to the
lase sec of problems."
He sees the problems plaguing society
in this century as essentially communication problems because there are too many
people to have meaningful verbal communication with all of chem.
Technological advances
Four New Reports from the
Intergovernmental Committee on
have created a global
Urban and Regional Research
village, the biggest
(ICURR)
advance in mass comThe Intergovernmental Committee on Urban and
munication since the
Regional Research is pleased to announce the
invention of the printpublication of four new research reports:
mg press.
Munlclpal Consolldatlon In Canada: An Analysis of
Five Canadian Munlclpalltles by Igor Vojnovic ( 160 pages,
Mass literacy has
$40.00)
prompted mass political
lnter-Munlclpal Cooperation: Sharing of Expenditures
participation, leaving
and Revenues by Enid Slack (50 pages, $25.00)
Dyer
to claim that
Professional Attitudes Towards Alternative
"democracy is about
Development Standards by Steve Pomeroy (50 pages.
$25 .00)
how you do egalitarianThe Vlablllty of Canadian Munlclpalltles: Concepts
ism in a mass society."
and Measures by John Marshall and David Douglas ( 100
This is but one of the
pages, $35.00)
old values he says we've
Additional information on the above reports, and a complete
reclaimed over the past
catalogue of /CURR publications is available from:
200
years. Such develAlicia Wexler
opment "allows folks to
Intergovernmental Committee on Urban and Regional
Research, 150 Eglinton Ave. East. Suite 301
see they don't need
Toronto, ON M4P 1EB
tyrants; they can do it
Tel. : (416) 973-1376. Fax: (416) 973-1375.
themselves. " Dyer
E-mail: awexler@icurr.org
Internet: http://www.icurr.org/icurr/research.htm
defined his vision for the

When it comes to the survival of human
civilization, noted Newfoundland journalist and military historian Gwynne
Dyer considers himself to be a "highly
conditional optimise." Dyer, who gave a
speech tided "The Future of the Human
Race" at chis year's CIP Conference, credited his optimism to, among other things,
the reemergence of old values through
improved mass communication.
Dyer says that some people think the
future of the human race will be very
brief. With a world population bearing
down on 10 billion in the first part of the
21st century, the associated resource consumption may totally wreck the ecological integrity of the planet. Some predict
the coming millennium as not so much

NEW FROM ICURR

•

Ill

6
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development of democracy in a society:
over 50% participation in political discussions, a repercussion of increased literacy,
plus one generation.
Dyer acknowledged that it has not
been an easy two centuries because of various totalitarian "deviations and diversions"
from the "principles of equality on which
original societies prospered."
The enormous problems generated by
our own success could come back co
haunt us, he says, though reemerging old

Gwynne Dyer
values-such as the deeply ingrained
instincts for cooperation-could help to
save us, if they reroot faster and deeper.
This will be critical in certain respects.
"You will never solve the problems of
resource consumption in a world with
large inequalities in consumption," he
noted. Yet a resolution may be forthcoming if Dyer is right in his contention that
we've been progressively transferring our
primary loyalties upward and outward
from the family to the uibe to the state:
"There is a final transfer ofloyalcies under
way ... to the human race. "
49

A full report on Dyer's presentationreferencing the two million year timeftame
that he used as the basis for his future
prognostications, and with more details on
the lively question period, as well as some
speculation on contemporary planning
implications-is available on request by
email from Ian_ Wight@UManitoba. CA.
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Leslie Grattan:

The

Evolution of
Environmental
Planning
based on reports filed by Ian Wight
In her closing plenary presentation,
Deputy Minister of the Newfoundland
Department of Environment and Labour
Leslie Grattan discussed the evolution of
the environment's role in resourcedevelopment planning.
Grattan, who has 20 years of field
experience working for the federal
Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, Mobil Oil, and the Hibernia
oil project, noted that the definition of the
environment has changed significantly
over that time.
"Twenty years ago, environment
meant whales, fish, and seabirds and what
an oil spill would do if it happened,"
explained Grattan, a marine
biologist/management specialist by training and education. "Now environment
includes not just the fish but the fishers. "
This also includes the socioeconomic
impacts of environmental changes.
Similarly, environmental assessments
have evolved over the years. Grattan said
that in the 1970s, oil-spill contingency
plans were often developed by a thirdparty consultant, often with "a reactive,
almost passive approach. " Today, such
assessments are made after consulting the
oil company, the government, and the
affected public. "It is now an interactive
process," she explained, "involving all
'players' and with huge amounts of
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information exchanged."
Grattan said that environmental assessments are now more focused, with less
hypothesizing and more information. In
particular, traditional ecological knowledge
is no longer simply a "nice to know" but
rather a "need to know. " The application
of risk assessment and management strategies, borrowed from safety strategies,
also help better focus environmental
protection efforts.
Instead of reporcs that are quickly
shelved to gather dust, environmental
assessments now lead to environmental
monitoring programs and environmental
protection plans. Environment professionals are now participants on performance
teams. "The environment has been truly
and effectively integrated with all other

factors used in carrying our the company's
work ... It's an equal, up-front part of
the equation."
Grattan also stressed four essential
ingredients for meaningful environmental
assessment: trust, openness and honesty, listening and hearing, and separating fact from
fiction. "None of these are readily available.
You can't find them on a shelf in a book.
You certainly can't buy them. You have to
earn them. And it takes a lot of time. All
participants in environmental assessment
need these essential ingredients."
49

For a complete copy ofLeslie Grattan's
speech, please email Jan Wight MCIP at
Ian_ Wight@UManitoba. CA.
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RUNNERS

As THE LARGEST NETWORK OF REAL ESTATE ADVISORS IN THE
WORLD, WE'VE EARNED A TRACK RECORD FOR HELPING
ORGANIZATIONS SURVIVE AND PROSPER IN AN
EVER-CHANGING REAL ESTATE ENVIRONMENT.
CARE TO JOIN US FOR A RUN?

1111
Please call David Ema at 41 6-947-7877 or visit us at www.arth uranderaen.com/rasg
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Can Rural Canada Survive?
It's debatable.
based on reports filed by Ian Wight
Is there a future for rural Canada? With
continued fiscal restraint, high unemployment, dwindling government transfer
payments, and out-migration, will rural
communities survive? This was the context for "The Great Debate," moderated
by Rex Murphy, host of CBC Radio's
weekly Cross-Country Checkup. Much of
the impetus for the debate was a 1996
report by the Arlan tic Canada
Opportunities Agency called Economic
Adjustment in Selected Coastal Communities.

The report concluded that most rural
communities should be left ro fend for
themselves and chat economic development programs should cease.
Does planning have a role ro play in
the survival of rural Canadian communities? Instead of the usual panel discussion,
a debate format was employed with Barb
Dembek (CIP Past President and Director
of Planning for the Township of Wilmot,
Ontario) and Gary Davidson (Director of
Planning for Huron County, Ontario)
arguing for the negative, and Gerard
Belliveau (Director of Land Use Planning,
Department of Municipalities, Culture
and Housing, New Brunswick) and Pat
Maloney (Urban Systems, Calgary,
Alberta) arguing for the affirmative.

8
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A spirited debate ensued, with the
negative side arguing chat rural Canada
was already "dead" from a distinctive
social values perspective. The affirmative
side was more defensive, emotional, optimistic, and-contrary to the negatives'
claim-lively! (Their odd bits of southern
Ontario-bashing may also have played a
part in the outcome.) Much of the debate
seemed to be referencing not so much
"rural" Canada as "ex-urban" Canada, that
burgeoning, cancer-like arena ofX-rated
urban life and artificial rural life where
planners certainly need to play a more
effective role in the service of a healthy
urban/rural dialectic (rather than dichotomy). And as one debater reflected afterward, there seems to be a critical geographic perspective to the phenomenon of
rural Canada: "Ontario has a radically different concept of rural Canada to people
in the Maritimes or Western Canada.
[Perhaps] this reflects the great concentration of population in Ontario and the
drastic loss of rural land in the past decade. "
Two votes were conducted at the end
of the debate. First, Can rural Canada survive? Second, Which side won the debate?
Boch votes were resoundingly for the affirmative. A fellow debater said that planners

need to "shore up our thinking and
subsequent communication."
There is certainly no shortage of
"good willing" around for the survival of
rural Canada. Rex Murphy noted that the
question is not necessarily as straightforward as it might seem at first blush. It
hadn't proved easy to pin down truly
"rural" Canada, and he suspected, in
agreement with one commentator from
the floor, chat we need to regard the
urban/rural distinction as more of a spectrum than a division, and the survival of
truly rural (and perhaps truly urban) areas
as being scale-context dependent. It was
not just some Arlantic coastal communities that were being left to fend for themselves. Bits of "urban" Canada were having
their own survival problem-as chose
municipalities fighting the Toronto
"mega-city" proposal were finding out.
Murphy figured chat any urban/rural division was in the human temperament, having a perennial, pernaps necessary, quality
to it and finding expression in many
forms , from the pastoral verse of Arcadia
to the poetry of the city.

Does planning
have a role to
play in the
survival of rural
Canadian
communities?

In terms of the debate approach to
the topic, at least one participant considered the experience "great fun" and
worthy of becoming a regular conference
feature. "It would enable healthy debate
among planners and dispel our reputation
as being bland and intellectually boringit might sharpen our skills to do battle
[with politicians] on their own cur( " As
for the content aspect: "The debate outlined chat when we are confronted with
having to defend a specific position,
planners usually state their position in
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incomprehensible terms, [using] mostly
qualitative and soft data. We then divest
the logic to political decision-making and
hope they [the politicians] will make some
sense of ir." The debate format might
"bring back some of the original passion
of the pioneers of the profession ... it
forces planners to try and convince their

Debate moderator Rex Murphy
masters or colleagues of the validity of
their argumencs."
In conclusion, the survival of rural
Canada seems---on the basis of this
debate-to be a worthy planners' quest, if
for no other reason than to help maincain,
by simple contrast, the essence of-and
perhaps also the sustainability of-urban
areas in the best sense of the word (i.e.,
leached of their suburban and ex-urban
perversions). "The lines between urban and
rural are blurring," reflected one debater,
going on to muse that while feeling there
was a future for rural Canada, "it will be a
modified rural ... a more sophisticated
rural. " Perhaps the urban and the rural
need one another to better define their core
identities and to unite in the refrain-Vive
la difference! Perhaps planners simply need
to help preserve the purity of each, and
their complementariness.
8

For a more detailed version ofthe debate
coverage, please email Ian Wight MCIP at
Ian_ Wight@UManitoba. CA.
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The Trinity Bay Story - Personal Lessons Learned by Leslie Grattan
Construction of the Hibernia platform was to take place in a relatively confined arm, or minifjord, at the bonom ofTrinity Bay, Newfoundland. This was-and still is-an area used by a
number of small-boat fishermen from a scattering of small communities. Was it safely possible
for both platform construction and fishing activities co cake place ac this site?
The decision co use this part ofTrinity Bay was made by engineers. True, it was a location
previously identified by the province as suitable for such an activity-bur char was IO or 15
years earlier! And the decision co use this area was made suddenly and without specific consultation.
My task-my challenge--as a member of Hibernia Management and Development was co
figure how the project could and should get its work done either with, or in spite of. the small
boat fishery. Not only was I starting in an atmosphere of distrust, I was also facing a compressed
time frame for construction.
We began with working specifically on "listening and hearing. " It was pretty one-sided! We
heard a lot, usually delivered in loud tones and at close quaners. Meetings were deliberately held
on the fishermen's turf-their meeting rooms, or community centre, or fire hall. We used their
charts--ofren spread our on a kitchen cable or the back of an overturned boat. Finally I suggested,
"Why don't we go on the water so I can see, lirerally, from your physical point of view, from your
boats, just what we've been talking abour?" It was a turning point. To understand what's said, and
why it's said, you must live the ocher's perspective.
During the many hours we spent together, a true exchange of information gradually developed. Even more gradually, a separation of fact and fiction occurred. We asked them co visit us,
both at the proposed development and at our offices in Sr. John's, as our guests. The fishermen
were using their own time but we didn't see why they should also incur the expense of gas and
meals on the road, so we paid those. During our discussions, my first concern was their safety. I
was slow co pick up (co hear) chat their first concern was compensation! I had been so intent on
my priority chat I didn't hear theirs!
There was difficulty in achieving a useful level of openness. For many of the fishermen,
there was an automatic distrust coming from years of having regulations and restrictions imposed
on chem without any consultation. And, let's face it, "Big Oil" did nor have a very good reputation! The fishermen had never been consulted and had never been part of the decision-making
process.
It was important chat we maintained regular face-co-face contact, keeping the fishermen
up-co-dare not just on the limited context of activities in Bull Arm, bur on wider aspects of the
whole project. Rather extreme statements and claims slowly evolved into something plausible,
feasible, and workable. While moving at a snail's pace on their number one priority of compensation, we were able co make immediate tangible improvements on safety (such as providing
training and access co VHF radios for a project-fisher communication network).
I think the continuity of che individuals involved in the discussions was important. Where
there had previously been no formal leadership in the various communities of fishermen, the
necessity of working with our company co address the many questions raised by the project's
sudden entry into their waters forced leadership. And there was always the same group of three
(myself and two consultants) present from the project side.
This, I believe, contributed co the remaining essential ingredient-trust. How could we
recognize that crust was beginning? This may sound a linle weird, but I chink it was through
food! Early meetings had no food of any consequence; later meetings saw the introduction of
store-bought food items, then home-made offerings, and finally a full-scale, homemade mealtablecloths and all!
We worked in the same area of water for more than six years. There were no safety incidents. Fishing continued. There was no loss of income by fishermen, and no horrendous payouts by the company. Even though I an1 no longer with Hibernia Management and
Development, the real conclusion for me came one weekend in July of 1997, not long after the
platform had been completed and towed om co sea. I found myself on the wharf of one of rhe
fishermen who had participated throughout the negotiations and construction. He casually
offered chis: "So, it wasn't so bad then was it ... with the project?"
4B
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an overview

by Ian Wight

Ian Wight was the panel coordinator for the Ci-ty-Region Planning/or the
Millennium session at the 1997 conference. Panel members were Hugh
Kellas, John Livey, Sylvain Ducas, and John McCready. David Douglas was
the speaker for The Return ofRegional Planning - New Directions? session.
s regional planning making a comeback in Canada? Two complementary
sessions (City-Region Planning for the
Millennium and The Return ofRegional
Planning - New Directions?) at this year's
conference suggest a strong "perhaps," if
nor an outright "yes." In the first session, a
cross-Canada panel of practitioners
focused on metropolitan and city-region
planning. In the second, a rural planning
academic speculated about the return of
regional planning in nonmerropoliran
areas. Both attracted considerable audience
interest and participation, encouraging an
optimistic prognosis. A more in-depth
treatment of regional planning will be
offered as part of an upcoming Plan
Canada theme issue.

I

City-Region Planning
for the Millennium
A new regionalism seems to be ascendant,
sparked on the one hand by local fears of
global economic competitiveness, and on
the other by hope for a revived regionalscale "civics. " This session was convened
with the rationale that the "Quest for a
Better World" must address the fact that,
while our society is currently organized to
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respond to challenges from a municipal,
provincial, and federal government perspective, these challenges are increasingly
manifesting themselves at the neighbourhood, regional, and international scales.
The sociopolirical institutions in which
planners operate are consequently in flux,
seeking a better fir in response ro these
shifts. In this session, panelists spanning
Canada's three main metropolitan areas
and one recent large-scale amalgamation
offered observations fro m their recent
expenences.
While the panelists ranged widely in
their commentary, a common concern was
rating their level of regional "fusion" in
terms of a scale based loosely on Sherry
Arnstein's "ladder of citizen participation."
Panel coordinator Ian Wight tabled an
adaptation of work completed in the
United States by Seltzer and Warm, and
outlined in his latest article in Plan
Canada ["Framing the New Urbanism
with a new eco-regionalism," January
1996). Using rungs of a ladder to describe
"six degrees of interaction," the approach
labels the most primitive form of intraregional relations as isolation-an unrelated pack of "lone wolves" going their own

way. "Warmer" inter-relationships begin
with simple communication, which might
be no more than keeping one another
informed of otherwise separate activities.
Moving up the ladder, some regions may
achieve coordination or cooperation
between members. This level of interaction,
while increasingly common, is still well
short of the fourth degree of interactioncollaborarion-where a more fundamental
"merger" of interests may occur. A fifth
degree of interaction is represented by
partnership. which on occasion may be.a
precursor to the most evolved form of
inrra-relarions-engagemenr, if nor
marriage. The ladder defines essential
dimensions of what might otherwise
be represented as a rather uniform
regional planning process.
The panelists commented on the
applicability of this framework in analyzing their own settings. A rich set of
responses were offered, a few of which are
highlighted here.
Panelist Hugh Kellas, from the
Greater Vancouver Regional District
(GVRD) , stared that: "On the whole, we
are up cowards the top of the ladder where
there is recognition that collective action
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is necessary for the well-being of individual members. This is not to say that
Greater Vancouver doesn't have its unruly
and self-absorbed teenagers whose only
consciousness that they are part of something larger comes when they need
gas money. But the system has
enormous flexibiliry and an abiliry
to achieve solutions through dialogue. " Kellas ventured a rating for
Greater Vancouver of somewhere
berween "collaboration" and "partnership. " He added: "The greatest
strength is that it is a negotiated,
not a dictated system.
Unfortunately, this is also our
greatest weakness. It is difficult for
the process to make timely decisions, and there is a tendency to
move towards the lowest common
denominator in order to ensure
that all participate. It is very difficult for a federation to take difficult decisions where it is necessary
to balance development-where
the impact is local-with environmental considerations-where the
impact is regional. A strong vision,
which is essential to achieve a sustainable region, is hard to put into place,
maintain, and implement."
John Livey reported on the Greater
Toronto Area (GTA) , a metro-region in
considerable flux at the present time, with
a new round of metropolitan government
reforms well underway. Drawing on the
scientific meaning of the term, Livey characterized the GTA as a case of "artificial
fusion" based on externally exerted pressure: "Overall, our fusion is hot compared
to other U.S. and Canadian cities, but it is
not fusion. " Many functions demonstrate
a high level of top-rung "engagement,"
including regional planning and transportation, while other functions are closer
to bottom-rung "isolation," such as fire,
ambulance, water commissions, anduntil recently-economic development.
Functions on the rungs in berween
include water and sewer, police, and conservation authorities. Livey also applied to
the GTA context some of the recent
"regional excellence" work being pursued
in the U.S. by Alan Wallis and William
Dodge. Dodge conceives regional excellence in terms of the level of intra-region
"nerworking" versus the degree of interlocal "fragmentation. " Lively states that
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"we are highly nerworked by provincial
intervention ... and we have fewer informal nerworks as a result (for example,
nothing like 1000 Friends of Oregon
pushing for regional governance)." The

"challenges are
increasingly manifesting
themselves at the
neighbourhood,
regional, and
international scales."

current "mega-ciry" and Greater Toronto
Services Board proposals were seen as
further examples of this intervention,
favouring crudely revised government
structuring rather than more sensitive
regional governance processes. Livey concluded that: "We need to reward nerworks,
not hierarchies. In addition, for true
partnerships there has to be trust, built
through informal nerworking, and not as a
result of top-down or external pressure."
Sylvain Ducas, a ciry planner for the
Greater Montreal area, offered a layered
response to the complexiry inherent in
what is easily Canada's most complex met-

ropolitan area. He first referenced the
Monrreal Urban Communiry (MUC) , a
nearly 30-year-old regional municipaliry
covering 60% of the metropolitan population and comprising 28 of a total of 110
municipalities on the Island of
Monrreal. Ducas suggested that,
although the record of the MUC
is hardly brilliant in terms of the
planning function, it is "certainly
positive regarding the mass transit
system, the police, and waste
water treatment. " He noted that
most of the main activity in these
areas has been made possible
through large capital investments
by the provincial government.
Overall, Ducas feels that "we can
consider the MUC as an arena of
collaboration among the actors
involved, although the collaboration only happened 15 or 20
years afrer its creation." Switching
to the greater metropolitan level,
Ducas believes that the recently
formed Commission de
developpemenr de la metropole
(Metropolitan Development
Commission) "represents a forum
of communication which is hoped will
lead to a stage of coordination over the
next few years." Apart from these rwo initiatives, Ducas suggests that the members
of the Monrreal ciry-region "have proceeded in isolation."
Rick McCready provided the
Maritime perspective, where amalgamation-the potential ultimate in intraregional relations-is currently in vogue.
Ordered by the Nova Scotia government
in 1994, the Cape Breton Regional
Municipaliry (CBRM) was formally created on August 1, 1995. With a population
in 1996 of 11 7,849 and covering a land
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area of2,473 km 2 , the CBRM was formed
by amalgamation of eight local municipalities in the former Cape Breton County.
This action was opposed by some of the
municipalities, with two holding
plebiscites in which a large majority rejected the initiative. McCready suggests chat:
"Prior to amalgamation, there was coordination and in some cases collaboration
among the municipal units in Cape
Breton County in many areas,
such as public transit, solid waste
management, and regional economic development. In ocher
areas, notably policing, the existence of eight separate departments operating in relative isolation from each ocher in one region
had been identified as a major
problem." His current assessment:
"Since the 'shotgun' wedding of
1995, the CBRM has been functioning as one region, despite suggestions by pundits chat a divorce
might be in order!"
These testimonies point to a
great diversity of city-region planning circumstances across the
country. Regional planning must
inevitably rake different forms in
different regions. While a "madein-che-region" process seems obvious, chis does not exclude che possibility char a common framework
can be used to gauge progress and provide
benchmarks. Greater attention to bottomup process derails and sequencing, compared to emphasis on structure and topdown impositions, may also be a best
practice consideration as the millennium
approaches. These are just some of the
possible implications of the incipient new
regionalism meriting further consideration.

The Return of Regional Planning
- New Directions?
The prospect of a return of regional planning attracted an encouragingly large
audience in a highly competitive and
crowded lace afrernoon field of concurrent
sessions. Drawing on his 30 years of consulting and academic practice in the field,
David Douglas used the opportunity to
table a drafr paper speculating on new
directions associated with a possible "new"
regional planning. Douglas describes the
Canadian region as "a key element in our
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planning baggage-a formative spacial
scale." He seated chat "while we seemed to
jettison regional planning in the lace
1970s, we have by various routes been
reentering the field ever since ... we're now
backing our way into the future."
Using a number of examples, he
described why, for very pragmatic reasons,
chis is occurring. Most of the reasons
come from outside of the planning realm,

"while we seemed to
jettison regional planning
in the late 1970s,
we have by various
routes been reentering
the field ever since ...
we're now backing our
way into the future."
as either theoretical insights or learnings
from practice. Local government restructuring, technology, a global resurgence in
"regional consciousness," and several ocher
factors are driving chis reemergence of the
region as a relevant operational entity.
Interestingly, and perhaps ironically,
Douglas noted some antecedents for a
"new" regional planning practice in the
1930s writings of Lewis Mumford, one of
the visionaries and sages of our trade.
Acknowledging chat very few professed regional planners remain in public
practice, Douglas suggests chat "we are in
fact well back into chis practice, but it is
not, and will not be, the same for a variety
of reasons. " He went on to note how
regional planning practice is different, and
how it will continue to be different, before
discussing some of the implications for
practice, education, in-career training, and
public profile. Douglas concluded chat
"we need, as a profession, to try to shape
chis 'new' regional planning, or we could

lose our role and relevance."
Douglas' work appears to represent a
welcome empirical stock-taking of what
has recently been described by Gerald
Hodge in Plan Canada as the "Cinderella''
of Canadian planning specialties
["Regional Planning: The Cinderella
Discipline," July 1994]. Douglas is in the
process of working up his speculations for
publication, and welcomes expressions of
interest in reviewing his drafr. A
rafr of "takers" from the session
audience proved interest in this
topic, and it will be interesting to
see their comments reflected in the
final drafr. le is hoped chat some
form of Douglas' work will appear
in the upcoming regional planning
theme issue.
4B

Panel members for the City-Region
Planning for the Millennium can
be contacted at the following
addresses:
Ian Wight MCIP, Department of
City Planning, University of
Manitoba, Manitoba,
jwight@cc. umanitoba. ca
Hugh Kellas MCIP, Greater
Vancouver Regional District,
British Columbia,
hkellas@gvrd be. ca
john Livey MCIP, Regional Municipality of
York, Ontario, york@netcom.ca
Sylvain Ducas MICU, Ville de Montreal,
Quebec, sylvain_ducas@ville.montreal. qc. ca
Rick McCready MCIP, Cape Breton
Regional Municipality, Nova Scotia,
rgmccready@region.cape-breton. ns. ca
David Douglas MCIP, RPP was the speaker
for The Return of Regional Planning New Directions? session. He can be
contacted at the School ofRural Planning
and Development, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario, (519) 824-4120 (ext.
6785) or ddouglas@rpduoguelph.ca.
Anyone interested in contributing to the
upcoming Plan Canada issue on regional
planning should contact Tony Parr FPIBC,
MCIP, Editorial Board member and Senior
Editor for the upcoming issue, at
Antony_parr@bc.sympatico.ca.
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In a joint presentation at the conference, Lehman Walker, How Yin Leung, and Wendy
Whelen explained h ow the C ity's Planning and D evelop ment D epartment tackles the
funding of soft services to serve its growing population.

Improving Cash Flow and Expanding Revenue Sources
for New Infrastructure and Amenities:

Surrey's Neighbourhood
Concept Plan (NCP).Experience
by Alan Young
Surrey, B.C., is the fastest growing city in
Canada. Between 1986 and 1994, urbanization consumed 370 acres annually. By
2021, Surrey is expected co grow co
560,000 from its current population of
308,000. Surrey's new Official
Community Plan (OCP) identified the
Neighbourhood Concept Plan (NCP) as
the cool co provide specific direction for
the infrastructure and amenities required
co accompany growth.
The objectives of the NCP program
are co:
• accommodate rapid urban growth
in a financially responsible manner based on the "developer pay"
principle;
• ensure a high level of property
owner and public participation in
the derailed planning of new
neighbourhoods;
• facilitate stakeholder "buy-in" co
the new planning process;
• specify a financial framework co
fund future development; and
• achieve high-quality, coordinated
development by integrating land
use planning with infrastructure
and facility planning.
In British Columbia, development
cost charges cannot be levied for park
development and facilities, community
buildings, libraries, and fire and police
protection. Bue, given their virtually
autonomous powers in zoning and subdi-
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vision approvals, municipalities do have
leverage co secure contributions coward
soft services. If a council says chat it can't
approve the rezoning because it doesn't
have funding co provide the necessary
facilities, the developer typically volunteers co contribute coward the costs of
those facilities. A negotiation process normally ensues.
Since 1995, provincial legislation (Bill
57) has allowed municipalities to require
amenity contributions from developers in
exchange for higher density zoning. Surrey
is using its new powers, but neighbourhood-level negotiations are scill required
since the density bonus technique does
not address all needs.
Surrey is preparing 17 Neighbourhood
Concept Plans co provide certainty for
land use and the provision of community
facilities, thereby addressing the concerns
of existing residents for the orderly growth
of their community. Each neighbourhood
will be home co approximately 5,000 persons, and is centred on an elementary
school and neighbourhood park. The
NCP process typically includes the formation of a steering committee or Citizens'
Advisory Committee, the hiring of consultants, and an extensive public participation process.
Each NCP has a detailed physical plan
addressing land use, amenity requirements,
road patterns, and servicing. It also contains
a financial plan, identifying hard and soft
coses, phasing, cash flow projections, and
cost-sharing. New revenue must pay for the

amenities. Where major works are required,
the developer muse pay coses up front in
order co minimize cash flow shortfalls.
The developer's amenity contributions
are payable before final subdivision approval
in the case of single-family units, and before
building permit issuance in the case of
multiple-family units. Typical amenity contributions are $300 co $700 per unit for
neighbourhood parks development, $50
per unit for police protection, $216 per
unit for fire protection, and $112.50 per
unit for library materials. Thus, coral
amenity contributions range from $700 to
$1,100 per unit. The City's Amenity
Reserve Funds By-law governs how and
when these contributions may be used.
Capital reserves are created for each NCP
area; generally, these are co be spent by the
time a 75% population threshold is achieved.
The NCP program has had many
benefits, including early provision of
important amenities in new neighbourhoods, better capital budget forecasting,
and a more streamlined development
approvals process.
48

Lehman Walker MCIP is General Manager,
How Yin Leung MCIP is Manager ofthe
Area Planning and Development Division,
and Wendy Whelen is a Senior Planner in
the Area Planning and Development
Division, all in the Planning and
Development Department, City ofSurrey,
British Columbia. They can be reached at
(604) 591-4474.
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Planners often focus on
current development and
don't have time to monitor
the outcomes of the work
they have already done.
As Alan Young reports,
Greater Vancouver and
Calgary are trying to
change all that.
The planner's thirst for the pragmatic was
in evidence at the well-attended Plan

Monitoring: Are We Getting it Right?
session on the third morning of the conference . The session began with John
Curry's overview of the subject, followed
by presentations by Hugh Kellas (Greater
Vancouver) and Ted Brown (Calgary).
John Curry focused on "outcome
monitoring" which he defined as the "regular reporting of program results in ways
stakeholders can use to understand and
judge results." Outcome monitoring can
be built into an organization's reporting of
data, and can include public feedback on
performance. It also directs attention to
performance problems and opportunities,
and may lead to recommendations for further evaluation work.
John Curry said that outcome monitoring receives little or no priority in planning education; municipalities are too
busy dealing with development. Often,
planning processes themselves are viewed
as a form of monitoring. However, monitoring activities will become increasingly
important as society attempts to measure
progress towards sustainability, and as the
public demands more government
accountability.
Outcome monitoring uses a range of
indicators to measure results. The reporting of indicators may take the form of a
comparative analysis with respect to previous performance, the performance of
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by Alan Young
similar communities or organizations,
the performance of best communities or
organizations, and/or preset targets.
Stakeholders should be involved in identifying indicators and designing the reporting format. The monitoring report should
provide guidance for future action. Unless
the results are used, outcome monitoring
will become another waste of scarce
resources.
According to Hugh Kellas, there is
mounting public pressure for monitoring
outcomes: "People want more sustainable
regions and chis requires changes in urban
development and the way we travel
around the region, and it requires significant expenditures. The politicians making
these decisions and the public want to
know these actions actually are having the
desired result."
In British Columbia, the Growth
Strategies Act (1995) requires regional
districts to monitor their regional growth
strategies. A regional district must "establish a program to monitor its implementation and the progress made towards its
objectives and actions, and prepare an
annual report on chat implementation and
progress."
In Greater Vancouver, four criteria are
used for selecting indicators:
• ls the indicator relevant to
Strategic Plan goals? This is a
major challenge since the Plan's

goals are general but the indicators must be specific.
• Are appropriate data available or
can they be developed? The data
must be reliable or the indicator
cannot be used. Each indicator
can generate significant debate
with respect to methodology and
data quality. Expense of data collection is a major consideration.
• ls the indicator responsive to
change? The indicator must
distinguish between normal
conditions or cycles and
genuine long-term trends .
• Is the indicator understandable to
nonspecialized users? People must
be able to relate to the information presented.
The Greater Vancouver Regional
District (GYRO) is developing two kinds
of indicators: chose chat are reported
annually, and those chat are meaningful
on a longer-term basis. For example, an
annual indicator for the Strategic Plan goal
of protecting the Green Zone would be
the change in the size of the Green Zone,
and long-term indicators would be the
encroachment of incompatible uses, the
protection of wetlands, farm sales, and
recreational trail length.
A further example relates to the
Strategic Plan's goal of building more complete communities with better housing
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choices, closer home/work relationships,
and better distribution of public services.
Annual indicators would include the percentage of new housing built near transit
or major centres and housing diversity.
Longer-term measures would include
jobs/housing balance and the percentage
of jobs near major centres. So far, Greater
Vancouver has not been able to develop a
measure for mixed use. "Mixing uses is at
the core of creating more efficient communities, but it is very difficult to measure
in a systematic way."
Hugh Kellas concluded by stating
that: "Collecting the data is only part of
the job. The important part is how the
data are used to evaluate whether or not
we are making progress on the Strategic
Plan, and what to do if we are not. "
Consideration will be given to using a
public forum for the discussion of monitoring information. Also, the GVRD
already uses a semi-annual public opinion
survey to gauge opinion on performance.
Ted Brown said that the City of
Calgary is trying to make significant
changes in the way in which the city is
growing. It is crucial that the effectiveness
of the City's initiatives be carefully monitored. The City's new approaches arose
from the Calgary Transportation Plan and
the Sustainable Suburbs Study.
The City has established a Calgary
Transportation Plan Monitoring
Committee that includes members of
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Council, staff, and the public. The
Committee will develop performance
indicators for all of the key plan dimensions (e.g., employment location targets,
modal split changes, environmental
impacts of transportation decisions, etc.).
"The Committee will then issue yearly
'report cards' to Council which will indicate the extent to which Calgary's growth
and development is contributing to, or
detracting from, the Plan's objectives. The
Committee is also charged with undertaking regular consultation with the key
stakeholders involved in the Plan's preparations and with Calgarians in general. "
A monitoring system is also being
developed for the Sustainable Suburbs
Study. To be meaningful, the program will
have to monitor "how people go about
their daily lives in these new communities
and how that behaviour varies from other
existing communities." The monitoring
program will list the goals, the key policies
associated with each goal, the indicators
that should be monitored in relation to
each policy, the data sources for each indicator, the department or agency responsible for collecting the data, and so on.
Ted Brown noted that Calgary's
uni-city form of government will prove
advantageous with respect to the collection of reliable data for a monitoring
system. The City already has an annual
civic census that can be customized to
gather special information as required.

"The most successful monitoring initiatives are those which become part of the
operating culture of the organization."
Questions from the audience drew
attention to the difficulty of monitoring
the general quality of life. For example,
one can monitor how many units are
achieved by way of intensification, but
what data can be collected to show
whether the host community's original
concerns regarding intensification were
justified or not? Also, in measuring quality
oflife (e.g., crime rates) how can one
establish whether there is a connection
between the plan and the phenomena
subsequently observed?
The case for plan monitoring was well
put by all three presenters. The pioneering
efforts of Greater Vancouver, Calgary, and
others in this field of practice deserve to
be revisited at some future date.
8

john Curry MCIP is an Associate Professor,
Natural Resources and Environmental
Studies, University ofNorthern British
Columbia, Prince George, British
Columbia. Hugh Ke/las MCIP is
Administrator, Policy Development, Greater
Vtmcouver Regional District, Burnaby,
British Columbia. Ted Brown MCJP is
Manager ofthe City, Community and
Downtown Planning Division, City of
Calgary, Alberta.
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Location

ocat1on
N atuashish: Planning a New Aboriginal Community

This presentation highlighted
Mushuau Innu plans for
building a new community at
Natuashish (Little Sango
Pond). The move to Natuashish
is the result ofessentially 30
years ofplanning by the
Mushuau Innu to leave the
Iluikoyak Island community of
Utshimassits (Davis Inlet),
to which they were relocated
in 1967
by Kashetan Rich,
Joseph Mark Rich,
Paul Wilkinson,
and Chris Lowe
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The 1967 move to Utshimassits, led by
Unlike the situation in 1967, all decithe Government of Newfoundland and
sions about the relocation to Natuashish
Labrador in conjunction with the Roman
are being made by the Mushuau lnnu
Catholic Church, was made withour conthemselves. As required by the
sulting the Mushuau lnnu . Little considGovernment of Canada, a series of technieration was given to location, communi ty
cal and socioeconomic studies were coninfrastructure, or service provision.
ducted to confirm that the Natuashish site
Residents found themselves restricted to
could provide sufficient freshwater and
their island community for five to six
other essential services. In addition, a
months each year when sea ice was formlong-term social and economic reconing and breaking up. Much of the municistruction plan addressing community
pal infrastructure and services originally
social pathologies and high unemploypromised were never provided. By the
ment has been developed and adopted.
1990s, the level of housing and service
The Mushuau Innu have also underprovision in the community was well
taken one of the most comprehensive
below acceptable standards. In addition,
CED programs in Canada. The goal is to
primary economic activities-hunting,
maximize lnnu employment, training, and
fishing, and trapping-had declined concontracting throughout the relocation
siderably, contributing to the deterioration
process, and to develop businesses that
of the Mushuau Innu culture.
will continue to generate revenue and
Faced with increasing infrastructure
employment long after the relocation is
and social problems, as well as several
complete. To date, several joint ventures
serious community emergencies, the
have been formed between the Mushuau
Mushuau Innu sought a solution to their
Innu and various companies. The Innu
problems. Building a new community at
retain 51 % ownership, with the partners
Natuashish is only one element
of a larger plan for family and
cultural renewal, community
revitalization, community economic development (CED),
and land claim negotiations.
The Mushuau Innu held a referendum in 1993 asking
Utshimassits residents if they
wished to relocate and, if so,
where. The vote was overwhelmingly for building a new
community, and starting a
new life, at a new site on the
Labrador mainland.
View of Utshimassits (Davis Inlet) looking north.
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agreeing to rurn their shares 0ver to -the
Jnnu at a lacer dace.
The preliminary community plan
involved a traditional land use planning
approach that emphasized cruse and
respect for Innu values and needs, and
demonstrated an ecocentric, rather
than an anthropocentric, approach.
Community involvement was an important component, with residents providing
ideas and defining the concept for their
new community. Youth, who comprise
over 50% of the community's population,
were asked to contribute ideas-particularly regarding the design and location of
their new school and recreation facilities.
Elders' knowledge was used to confirm
technical details of the plan. All design
options were prepared in consultation
with the residents, and all original drawings were left in the community.
The community, which will accommodate a population of 2,000 in the long
term, is designed around a T-road intersection. Certain elements of the commu-

nity design are fixed, such as
rhe l~ca.cion of the airstrip,
wharf, roads, landfill, water
supply, and sewage lagoon.
Housing is based on family
clusters, with the school and
store separate from the residential area. The plan incorporates a comprehensive list
of social and technical
considerations. Community
construction will be phased.
Municipal services and town
View of Utshimassits (Davis Inlet) looking west.
site construction will stare in
1998 with completion expected
Kashetan Rich is the Director General ofthe
by 2000. Airpon construction will also scare
Mushuau Innu Relocation Corporation
in 1998 and be complete by mid-1999.
(MIRC) and Joseph Mark Rich is the
Natuashish will be a community
Associate Project Manager. Dr. Paul
designed and builc by the Mushuau lnnu.
Wilkinson is an MIRC Client
The comprehensive approach taken in
Representative and Chris Lowe is Chief
planning Nacuashish, combining the
Planner with The SGE Group. For more
physical planning with social, cultural,
information about this project, please contact
and economic development initiatives,
Dr. Paul Wilkinson at (514) 482-6887 or
illustrates how residents can take the lead
pfwilkin@nash.pubnix.qc.ca.
in planning for their communities.

Building A BetteUuture Together...
Bringing together
housing through i
housing marke
by calling:
National (613) 748-2399
Atlantic (902) 426-3530 ·
Queb c (514) 283-4464

Visit CMHC,s web site: www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca
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At the CIP Conference in St. John's, Newfoundland, a workshop was
held to introduce children to the concept of built environments and
planners to the concept of children as an integral part of the planning
process. Here, Elisabeth Miller explains what we taught them and
what they t~ught us.
, --

he task ofpublic education is to
educate citizens for a democracy:
Citizens who are active,
informed, committed to the community and
to promoting the common good The basics
' democratic citizenship, incLuding values
of
such as sense ofjustice and equality, examining alternatives and options, reflection, skiffs
in debate and compromise, are a roadmap
for good community planning.'
Look out planners! Fifty kids attended the Kids Can Pian session at the 1997
CIP Conference in St. John's. You will
probably run into them in the next 10 or
15 years. They will be the young men and
women who come knocking on your door
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because they feel a need to make their
community safer, or because they want to
effect a change in their built environment.
Perhaps you will see them lobbying your
local council to set up a skateboard park
or some other youth-related establishment. But make no mistake, you will see
them. The Kids Can Pian session showed
these kids how they can and must become
involved in their built environment. True,
it was only an afternoon, but we did make
an 1mpress10n.
The Kids Can Pian session ran three
distinctly different programs with two
objectives. The first was to show kids that
they have a right and a responsibility to be
heard by those who make decisions about

the built environment. The second was
to encourage planners to view kids as valid
and responsible stakeholders in their
communities, and to involve them in the
planning process.
We succeeded with the first objective.
Michael Gray's Kid's Safety Audit
involved a night and daytime safety audit
of a portion of downtown St. John's by the
10 members of the Mount Pearl Yo uth
Council. In their words: "We find ourselves immersed in the darkness and fear
of this old and busy city. Our duties
included caking light meter readings,
taking pictures, completing a checklist,
and marking vario us sightings on maps ....
Throughout our excursion, we attracted
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an enormous amount of public attention from by-passers and George
Street patrons. " The members of rhe
youth council, ages 15 to 18, intend
to present their findings to Sr. John's
city council and to carry out an audit
of their own community.
Nancy Minicucci's Teen Park
workshop kicked off with a video
documentary in which local skaters
articulated their passionate views on
the need for a skateboard park. The
documentary set the stage for a
hands-on workshop involving 16
skaters (8 to 22 years of age) , representatives from the City recreation
department, and two visiting
Australian planners. The skaters
left the workshop with some new
planning and lobbying tools, a solid direction, and a goal to change the public's
negative stereotype of St. John's skaters.
The representatives from the recreation
department met articulate and
intelligent skaters, gathered useful
information, and initiated a professional relationship with the skaters.
As a result, the recreation department
is currently working with the skaters
toward building a skateboard park.
Elisabeth Miller's City Games
brought together nine 12- to 13-yearolds from the St. John's Boys and Girls
Club and an equal number of planners'
- - - - T - , ,!11
kids, ages 7 to 12, for an architectural
scavenger hum. Learning to "see" your
environment is the first step toward
appreciating it. Some were discovering a
city they had never been in, and some
were discovering parts of a city they had
lived in their entire lives. Each of the
~-IOIIII!

,-..---1

four groups produced a self-directed
•-~~~'!'!'!!!! TH£ WHOlf "CifY 6At\/\fS" GROUP. ~
"game," complete with a map, clues, and
pictures, that they could pass on to other
_ _ , . - - = - - -~
-=kids and adults. This program will help
kids develop an understanding of the archiprinciples into curriculums across disciplines
Elisabeth Miller is a planner with the
tectural design, city planning, and people
and across Canada. Consider it a long term
Planning and Building Department ofthe
processes which influence how cities work.
investment in your community, in the next
City ofSaskatoon. She invites all planners to
We were not as successful in meeting
generation, and in the profession itsel£ Get
come and see what the Planners Working
our second objective. The few planners
involved-you won't regret it!
49 With Kids Committee has planned for
that did attend the session left with some
Winnipeg in 1998. For more information,
great ideas for their own communities,
please contact Elisabeth at (306) 975-7621,
and a renewed belief in the future generfax (306) 975-7712, or
elisabeth.miller@city.saskatooon.sk.ca.
ation. What we need now is for more
planners to become involved. We need
Note
1American Planning Association. Public
planners who are committed to working
directly with kids, and who will help eduInformation Guide IX: Teaching Kids About
cational institutions incorporate planning
Planning.
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e
of the Planning Profession
by

Nancy

The question "What is planning?" has been
asked since CIP's inception in 1919, and
there have been as many different answers
as decades since then. This session summary does not represent what the three panel
members presented, but rather represents
the participants' discussion that ensued.
While the conference session discussion regarding the changing face of the
planning profession was neither fast nor
furious, the session participants were
clearly fed up with CIP's "traditional" definition of planning. Many attendees were
"nontraditional" planners who have found
themselves working in nontraditional areas
of planning. Many are having, or have
had, trouble securing full membership status with CIP and its affiliates because their
"responsible professional planning experience'' does not quite fit CIP's definition of
what planners should be doing.
The official CIP definition of planning, as scared in our by-laws, is "the planning of the scientific, aesthetic and orderly
disposition ofland, resources, facilities
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Marshall

and services with a view to securing the
physical, economic and social efficiency,
health and well-being of urban and rural
communities." Essentially, it reduces to
"planning the disposition of .... " While in
theory CIP's definition of responsible professional planning experience includes the
latitude needed to embrace a variety of
nontraditional planners, it is reportedly
too often interpreted strictly within a land
use planning context. For the complete
CIP definition of "responsible professional
planning experience," I refer the reader to
our organizational by-laws.
As planners deal with rapid technological change, government reform, and
fiscal conservatism, we are being encouraged to move into nontraditional areas of
planning or are doing so to meet private
market needs. During the session the following poignant examples of planners
who have been "caught" by their own
professional organization for not "doing
planning" were mentioned:

• One member had three years of
consulting work in community
development, capacity building,
and sustainable development
policy, yet was told, informally,
that five weeks of the total 36
months would likely be accepted .
• Another member's experience
includes a diverse range of social
services planning, for which 51 of
127 weeks were accepted.
• Another successful consultant will
have difficulty getting full membership status because their experience includes infrastructure
development standards and retail
development marketing.

These examples illustrate the difficulty that CIP and its affiliates are having in
defining planning and further translating
it into "responsible planning experience."
Is planning practice that far ahead of the
profession that soon CIP will cater to
fewer and fewer of its members or poten-
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Valdene Buckley MCIP. P.
Nancy Marshall MCIP ete~ 1:fah, and
conference session N, parttctpated in this
member ofthe Pl~ tcy Marsh~ll is a
Board and ·
anada Editorial
Ph D . Ats currently working on her
· · m ustralia.
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Need a job?
Need to offer a job?
Get what you want online ... at APA Jobs Online, a
service offered on the American Planning
Association's website.

Job Seekers:

Start browsing ... at no cost! You can search by
Canadian province, U.S. state, city or town,
agency, job title , salary range , or keyword .

Employers:

Use Jobs Online to fill jobs immediately-by
Canadian, American or qualified planners from
across the globe. You can post job ads five days
a week, at minimum cost!
Listings will stay on line for 7 consecutive days
renewable for a small additional fee for an
additional consecutive 7 days).
To post jobs, go to APN s website at:
http://www.planning.org.
Or send e-mail to: gwilliams@planning.org
Or send a fax to: 312-431-9985.
Or send your ad by overnight mail to:
Jobs Online
American Planning Association
122 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1600
Chicago, IL 60603.
The jobs listed in APA Jobs Online will not
necessarily appear in APN s bimonthly
newsletter, JobMart, which is delivered by
U.S. mail to paid subscribers.
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par

Sophie

Limpact des nouvelles
technologies de
commun1cat1on et
de !'information
sur I' amenagement
du territoire
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Gabor1t
I..:utilisation des nouvelles technologies de communication
augmente a un rythme etonnant. Plusieurs tendances expliquent
ce phenomene. Par exemple, !'omnipresence des « baby boomers »
clans notre societe influence ce mouvement. Ce segment de la
population n' est pas particulierement adepte de cette technologie
mais ils y reconnaissent une fa<;on d'ameliorer leur qualite de vie
et de s'offrir une plus grande liberte; pour certains, la liberte de
vivre et travailler a la campagne! Aussi, la rationalisation des
couts clans le secteur prive et public et la mondialisation des
marches sont des tendances qui encouragent !'utilisation de cette
technologie. II est presque inevitable que nos activites
economiques, sociales et culturelles soit affectees par celle-ci.
Patrick Deoux note que !es facteurs traditionels de
localisation des activites urbaines ne seront plus aussi
determinant car !es entreprises rechercheront avant tout
l'economie des coucs. Cela pourraic se craduire par un
mouvement vers la banlieue ou Jes regions rurales; l'employe
pourrait alors travaiUer a partir de chez Jui ou clans des bureaux
satellites. La pression sur !es infrastructure de transport existante
serait alors relachee.
Les habitudes d'achats des consornmateurs pourraient aussi
etre modifiees, tout comme !es criteres de localisation des
entreprises, suite a !'apparition de technologie permectant le
magasinage a distance. Par exemple, le teleachat pourrait
delocaliser des entreprises qui n'auront besoin que d'un point de
distribution pour desservir leur clientele. Les magasins a grandes
surfaces et !es centres commerciaux pourraient souffrir de ce
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tournant majeur.
Quelles sont !es consequences d'une telle reorganisation des
activites? Pensons a l'etalement urbain, la relocalisation des
entreprises et des travailleurs en
peripherie des grands centres, la
f
redefinition des formes d'activites
commerciales, la sous utilisation des
infrastructures routieres existantes et des
transports publics, et la transformation
du quarrier residenciel ainsi que du
bariment residentiel. traditionel qui
serait tenu de s'adapter aux nouveaux
usages et usagers.
Ces divers scenarios menacent-ils
nos centres-villes? Les travailleurs et les
entreprises delaisseront-ils nos villes
pour s'installer en region? Pas
necessairement car le centre-ville
pourrait connahre une revitalisation de
ces quartiers residentiels avec la venue de nouvelles acrivires.
Mais, faur-il encore revoir !es formes traditionnelles
d'amenagement urbain afin qu'une utilisation du sol
multifoncrionnelle soit possible, que la reglementation
d'urbanisme s'adapte aux nouveaux modes de vie et que !es

.......

nouvelles technologies fassent parrie integrante de la gestion du
territoire et des services publics.
La discussion qui a suivi cette presentation demontre que
nous voyons differemment ou ces
divers scenarios nous meneront.
Comment devons nous uriliser !es
nouvelles technologies de
communication et de !'information
pour atteindre nos objectifs de
planification? De route evidence,
nous devons ecre proactif er prevoir
!'impact des nouvelles technologies
sur le developpement du territoire et
meme !es uriliser pour orienter
I' organisation et la distribution des
activites dans l'espace.
49
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Patrick G. Deoux MICU, conftrencier
au congres ICU 1997, est urbaniste a
De/can Corporation a Ottawa et s'interesse notamment aux impacts
des nouvelles technologies sur le developpement du territoire. fl nous
dresse iri un portrait des divers scenarios qu'il envisage et explique
comment notre profession doit reagir a la presence de ces nouvelles
technologies et comment elle peut les utiliser efficacement.

Something to say?
Quelque chose adire?
Letters to the Editor can
now be submitted
electronically.
Please send them to:

Vous pouvez desormais
soumettre vos lettres par
voie electronique al'adresse
su1vante:

pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca

pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
Par telecopieur au

fax: (613) 547-1665

(613) 547-1665
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Canadian Association of
Planning Students • Association
canadienne des etudiant(e)s en
amenagement et en urbanisme
1998 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Planning
Matters

CALGARY• BANFF
1
9
9
8
CAPS• ACEAU
CAPS • ACEAU '98

CALL FOR
PRESENTERS

Faculty of Environmental Design
Professional Faculties Building A
The University of Calgary
2500 University Drive, N.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
Tel:
(403) 220-8144
Fax:
(403) 284-4399
Email : caps98@evds.ucalgary.ca
Web: www.ucalgary.ca/evds/caps.htm

HIGIDJGIO'S • Spend two days in the

majestic Banff-Bow Valley Corridor and learn
about the area's planning issues firsthand.
• Tour interesting sites in Calgary and
explore neo-traditional Mckenzie Towne.
• Participate in interactive workshops and
presentations. • Attend a wide variety of
sessions, presented by scholars,
professionals and students. • Participate with
over 100 planning students from across
Canada, the United States, and the United
Kingdom. • Enjoy a great opportunity to
exchange ideas about planning and to foster
creative thought for the future.
11tere are many opportunities for
involvement. If you are interested in
becoming a speaker, sponsor or for
more information, please contact us.
Your contribution, regardless of
amount, will be greatfully appreciated
and noted prominently in all CAPS •
ACEAU '98 conference materials.

TENTATIVE
ITINERARY

TUESDAY, FEB. 3
Registration
Reception
WEDNESDAY, FEB_ 4
Keynote Speaker
Calgary Tours
Western Initiation
THURSDAY, FEB: 5
Workshops
Presentations
FRIDAY, FEB- 6
Presentations
AGM
Roundtable
Travel to Banff
Banff Mystery Social
SATURDAY, FEB. 7
Banff-Bow Valley Panel
Bow Valley Tours
Banquet
SUNDAY, FEB. 8
Departure - or Ski Sunday (optional
post-conference event)

February 3-7, 1998

See you in Calgary and Ban.ffat
CAPS • ACEAU '98!

REGISTRATION
INFORMATION
WILL BE MAILED
TO CAPS • ACEAU
MEMBER SCHOOLS
IN OCTOBER 1997
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Students and professionals are
invited to share their research,
ideas, and experiences. If you
are interested, please contact us .

Kim Blanchard &Jeff Violi,
Co-Chairs

Hosted by Environmental Design Planning
Students in co-operation with the Planning
Degree Program, Faculty of Environmental
Design, The University of Calgary
Thanks to Riley's Reproductions & Printing Ltd .
for printing donation
Thanks to Kristine Peddle for art direction
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CIP Council held a strategic planning meeting and
rd
• ( . ) Open House on Friday October 3 , and a Council
Meeting October 4th and 5th , in Ottawa. Items of
business covered in the meetings included:
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• Reviewing the Institute's strategic plan and
identifying priorities for the corning year
• Beginning initial discussions on the 1998 budget
• Approving a proposed bylaw amendment to
clarify the Institute's requirements for University
planning program recognition
• Finalizing plans for the Institute's responses to
the 2001 Census consultation, the proposed
national certification program for environmental
practitioners, and the national strategy on
sustainable transportation
• With AACIP, approving a cost-shared
membership recruitment campaign for Alberta
• Reviewing and making changes to the Institute's
awards program -- new in 1998 will be broader
eligibility requirements, acceptance of
submissions from non-members, strong
encouragement of submissions from smaller
municipalities, and more extensive promotion of
the awards program
• Approving funding for the 1998 CAPS conference
taking place in Calgary
• Launching a national corporate sponsorship
program for CIP conferences in 1998, 1999, 2000
and 2001
• Approving a joint CIP-OPPI program to place up
to 15 interns with private firms doing
international work
• Renewing discussions with OUQ about portability
and consistency of membership requirements

z
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Le Conseil de l'ICU a tenu une reunion de planification
strategique et une joumee portes ouvertes le vendredi
3 octobre. Il a aussi tenu une reunion ordinaire les 4 et 5
octobre, a Ottawa. Voici un apery11 des sujets abordes
lors de ces reunions :
• revoir le plan strategique de l'Institut et le choix des
priorites pour la prochaine annee
• amorcer les discussions initiales au sujet du budget
de 1998
• approuver un amendement propose au reglement
adrninistratif en vue d'eclaircir les exigences de
l'Institut relativement a la reconnaissance des
programmes d'urbanisme offerts dans les universites
• mettre les dernieres touches a la reponse de l'Institut dans le cadre de la consultation sur le Recensement 2001, au programme d'accreditation national propose
pour les urbanistes qui s'occupent de l'amenagement
du milieu et a la strategie nationale sur les transports f
durables
• en consultation avec l'AACIP, approuver une
campagne de recrutement a frais partages pour
l'Alberta
• revoir et apporter des modifications au Programme
des prix d'excellence de l'Institut - en 1998, les
criteres d'adrnissibilite seront elargis, nous
accepterons les propositions des non-membres, nous
encouragerons les petites municipalites a presenter
des propositions et nous ferons une plus grande
promotion du Programme des prix d'excellence
• approuver le financement pour le congres 1998 de
l'ACEAU, qui se tiendra a Calgary
• mettre sur pied un programme de cornrnandite
national pour les congres de l'ICU en 1998, 1999,
2000 et 2001
• approuver un programme rnixte ICU-OPP! en vue de
placer jusqu'a quinze stagiaires au sein d'entreprises
privees pour faire du travail a l'echelon international
• reprendre les pourparlers avec l'OUQ au sujet de la
transferabilite et de la compatibilite des criteres
d'adhesion
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(Continued on next page)
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CIP :News, we reported" two winners for
tli.e .Jl.warasfor .Jl.caaemic P.:(ceffence.
(J)ue to formattiTl{J pro6fems, it was
uncfear wliicli universities Sarali
Camp6effana:Nancy 9ff.inicucci attenaea.
Sarali attenaea<Yorl Vniversity ana
:Nancy attend" tli.e 'l'eclinica[ Vniversity
of:Nova Scotia. Our apowgies for not
picR,JTl{J up on tliisformattiTl{J mista~.

(]Jans fe numero cfe septem6re aP.clios cfe
NCV, nous avons mentionne cfew;_
faureates au PriJ( a'e:«effence scofaire. 'En
raison cfe pro6femes cfe formattage, i{y a
eu une certaine confusion aans fe nom cfes
universites que frequentent Sarali
Camp6eff et :Nancy 9ff.inicucci. Sarali
frequente {Vniversite <Yorlet :Nancy
frequente fa <Teclinica{Vniversity of
:Nova Scotia. :Nous nous ex..cusons cfe
cette e"eur.
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(suite a la page sutvante)

WI Emd -In tli.e Septem6er issue of
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116, rue Albert Street, Suite 801
Ottawa (Ontario) KIP 5G3
(800) 207 -2138
(613) 237-PLAN (7526)
Fax/Telec. (613) 237-7045
general@cip-icu.ca
http://www.cip-icu.ca

• Approving guidelines for Institute support for members'
professional exchanges and overseas placements
• Reviewing the status of conference planning for the years
1998 through 2001.
Many members have expressed a concern that CIP's
definitions of "planning" and "responsible professional
planning experience" may need review. In particular,
affiliates are not consistent in how these terms are
interpreted in membership administration. As well, the
broadening of the profession beyond land use planning
suggest that there may be room for specialties of planning
practice, which are not captured by CIP's existing
definitions. In response to this challenge (nicely summarized
in Nancy Marshall's coverage of the 1997 conference session,
"The Changing Face of the Planning Profession", in this issue
of Plan Canada) Council has appointed a Planning Practice
Task Force under the leadership of Linda Allen, with a
mandate to bring recommendations back to Council in 1998.
During the Council Meeting, the following Committee
appointments were made or reconfirmed for 1998:
Executive Co:nunittee: Patrick Deoux (Chair), Gary Klassen,
Barbara Dembek, Ron Shishido

National Membership Committee: Elizabeth Sweatman
(Chair), Mark Poirier, Chantal Laliberte
International/Export Co:nunittee: Ron Shishido (Chair),

• approuver les lignes directrices regissant l'appui de l'lnstitut
aux echanges professionnels et aux stages a l'etranger pour
nosmembres
• revoir la planification des congres pour les annees 1998 a
200 l, inclusivement.
Beaucoup de nos membres nous ont demande de revoir les
definitions d'« urbanisme » et d'« experience professionnelle
responsable en urbanisme ». En particulier, les affiliees
n'interpretent pas tous ces termes de la meme fac;on dans leurs
procedures d'adhesion. De plus, le debordement de la
profession au-dela de l'amenagement du territoire indique qu'il
y aurait une place pour des specialites dans la pratique de
l'urbanisme qui ne sont pas comprises dans les definitions
existantes de l'ICU. En reponse ace defi (tres bien resume par
Nancy Marshall !ors du congres de 1997, dans un atelier intitule
« The Changing Face of the Planning Profession», egalement
mentionne dans ce numero de Plan Canada), le Conseil a mis
sur pied le Groupe de travail sur la pratique de l'urbanisme,
qui sera dirige par Linda Allen et qui aura pour rnandat de
presenter des recommandations au Conseil en 1998.
Dans le cadre de la reunion du Conseil, les personnes
suivantes ont ete nommees ou reconduites aux differents
cornites pour 1998:
Comite executif: Patrick Deoux (president), Gary Klassen,
Barbara Dembek, Ron Shisshido

Blake Huddema, Felix Michna, John Cheesman, Dave
Palubeskie, Michel Frojmovic, Jacques Besner, Norval Collins

Awards Committee: Chantal Laliberte (Chair), Israel
Stallman, Roger Sturtevant, Bob Robertson, Ian Robertson, Mark
Seasons

Comite de l'effectifnational: Elizabeth Sweatman
(presidente), Mark Poirier, Chantal Laliberte
Comite des relations internationales et de !'exportation:
Ron Shishido (president), Blake Huddema, Felix Michna, John

Continuing Professional Development Committee: John
Wollenberg (Chair), David Witty, George Penfold, Cheryl

Cheesman, Dave Palubeskie, Michel Frojmovic, Jacques Besner,
Norval Collins
Comite des prix d'excellence: Chantal Laliberte (presidente),
Israel Stallman, Roger Sturtevant, Bob Robertson, Ian Robertson,
Mark Seasons

Shindruk, Gerard Belliveau, Elizabeth Sweatman, Keith Driver,
Michael Von Hausen

Comite du perfectionnement professionnel : John
Wollenberg (president), David Witty, George Penfold, Cheryl

Planners Working with Kids Committee: Bea Frieson
(Chair), Elisabeth Miller, Nancy Minnicucci, Michael Gray

Shindruk, Gerard Belliveau, Elizabeth Sweatman, Keith Driver,
Michael Von Hausen
Comite des urbanistes a !'oeuvre avec les enfants : Bea
Frieson (presidente), Elisabeth Miller, Nancy Minnicucci, Michael
Gray

The Institute would like to thank Mark Seasons and Richard
Scott of the National Capital Commission for making their
executive board room available and for organizing a mobile
tour of the Capital Region Greenbelt. The Institute also thanks
Rachel Corbett, Christine Helm and Denise Lind for hosting a
th
Council dinner at Rachel's home on Saturday, October 4 •

L'lnstitut tient a remercier Mark Seasons et Richard Scott, de la
Commission de la capitale nationale, pour nous avoir prete leur
salle du conseil et pour avoir organise une visite de la ceinture
verte de la Region de la capitale nationale. L'lnstitut tient
egalement a remercier Rachel Corbett, Christine Helm et Denise
Lind pour le diner du Conseil qu'elles ont organise a la
residence de Mm• Corbett, le samedi 4 octobre.

Continuing Professional Development

Perfectionnement professionnel

Congratulations to the following Full and
provisional members who have recently earned a
CPD certificate:

Felicitations aux membres a part entiere et
provisoires suivants qui ont recemment obtenu
leur certificat de perfectionnement
professionnel :

Lome S. Berg MCIP
Rachel Corbett MCIP

David Cuming MCIP

Kevin M. Duguay
Kim Forster

Sheldon Green MCIP
Richard Vandezande MCIP

The Institute elected nine Fellows in 1997. These were
announced at the CIP Awards Banquet in St. John's on July
22nd , and three of the Fellows, John R. Bousfield, S. George
Rich and Brahm Wiesman, were on hand to be recognized in
person.

En 1997, l'Institut a elu neuf fellows. Ces nouveaux fellows ont
ete annonces lors du Banquet de rernise des prix de l'ICU, qui
s'est deroule a St. John's, le 22 juillet. Trois de ces fellows, John
R. Bousfield, S. George Rich et Brahm Wiesman, etaient sur
place pour recevoir cet hornrnage en personne.

Election as a Fellow is one way the Institute recognizes its
distinguished Members for their outstanding contribution to
planning in Canada. Fellows must be nominated by a
minimum of six Members representing three affiliates, and
by the affiliate where they reside. To be eligible for
nomination, an individual must have demonstrated
excellence in at least two of the following four categories:
practice, service to the community, education and teaching,
and literature and professional writing or research.

L'election au titre de fellow est une fas;on pour l'Institut de
rendre hornrnage a ses membres distingues pour leur
contribution remarquable a l'urbanisme au Canada. La
candidature des fellows doit etre proposee par au moins six
membres representant trois affilies et par l'affilie de la province
ou du territoire ou le candidat reside. Pour etre admissible,
une personne doit s'etre distinguee dans au moins de deux des
quatre categories suivantes : la pratique de l'urbanisme, le
service a la collectivite, !'education ainsi que l'enseignement, et
la documentation et la redaction professionnelle ou la
recherche.

ax Bacon's most talked-about legacy to CIP
is the annual Max Bacon 10 lan run. The
event seems to capture the essential
characteristics of the man for whom it is named:
a willingness to accept a challenge,
determination, enthusiasm and a commitment to
see a task through to the end. Max would say he
founded the run to literally and symbolically
"get those planners off their duffs."

M

L

a contribution la plus visible de Max Bacon a l'ICU est sans
doute la Course annuelle de dix kilometres Max Bacon. Cet
evenement semble refleter les traits essentiels de l'hornrne en
l'honneur duquel il a ete nornrne : la volonte de relever des
defis, la determination, l'enthousiasme et l'engagement de
mener chaque tache a bonne fin. M. Bacon dirait qu'il a fonde
cette course dans le but d'« obliger les urbanistes a se
grouiller », litteralement et syrnboliquement.

Mais les contributions de M. Bacon a l'Institut vont bien au-dela
However, Max's contributions to the Institute go
de sa course. A titre d'urbaniste-conseil, Max a initie un tres
grand nombre de municipalites, grandes et petites, a la
well beyond his run. As a consulting
practitioner, Max has introduced professional
pratique professionnelle de l'urbanisme. Dans les regions
planning to an astonishing number of
rurales de l'Ontario, du Nouveau-Brunswick, de la NouvelleMICHAEL J. (MAX) BACON Ecosse et de Terre-Neuve, ses realisations couvrent l'eventail
municipalities, both large and small. In rural
V1ctona, Bnt1sh Columbia
Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
complet des activites d 'urbanisme, allant de la preparation des
plans officiels et des reglements de zonage jusqu'aux plans de
Newfoundland, his work has spanned the full
revitalisation urbaine et aux fusions de municipalites. L'etendue de
extent of planning activities from the preparation of official plans and
zoning by-laws to urban revitalization plans and municipal
son expertise n'est surpassee que par la portee geographique de ses
realisations au plan professionnel. M . Bacon a demontre par sa
amalgamations. It seems his range of expertise is exceeded only by
carriere qu'il y a de la place pour un generaliste ouvert a la diversite.
the geographic span of his practice. If nothing else, Max has
demonstrated by his career that there is a place for a generalist with
an inclination for diversity.
ohn Bousfield represente le parfait exemple de la bonne
pratique de l'urbanisme au Canada : la portee et la qualite de
n travail, son attention consciencieuse aux interets publics et
commerciaux et, sans oublier, son succes commercial. Receptif
aux nouvelles idees et sensible au tissu social changeant, M .
Bousfield a tout de meme resiste a la tentation de succomber aux
modes passageres, se contentant de constater leur emergence,
leur croissance et leur disparition avec le temps. Le travail de M.
Bousfield se demarque egalement par sa capacite de resoudre
des problemes. A titre de directeur du Service de l'urbanisme
dans le Canton de Scarborough, il a reconcilier les interets de
l'amenagement local et regional dans cette municipalite a forte
croissance en etablissant un plan secondaire.

l

Les lotissements com;:us par M. Bousfield etaient caracterises par
une creativite et une sensibilite a la fois pour la terre et pour les
personnes qui allaient eventuellement y habiter. Il etait capable
de persuader ses clients promoteurs d 'accepter ses concepts
ingenieux pour leur valeur au lieu d 'attirer leur attention par la
maximisation du rendement. M. Bousfield est reconnu cornrne le
maitre d 'reuvre d 'Erin Mills , a Mississauga, a l'epoque la plus
importante banlieue au pays et, encore aujourd'hui, l'un des cadres
de vie et de travail les plus attrayants au Canada.

I

ohn Bousfield represents the epitome of
good planning practice in Canada by every
elevant measure: the range and quality of his
work, his conscientious attention to public and
commercial interests, and not to be
discounted, his commercial success.
Appropriately receptive to new ideas and intune with the changing social fabric, John has
nevertheless resisted the allure of fads instead of following them he has simply
observed their emergence, growth and
disappearance with time. Another distinction
of John's work has been his ability to solve
problems. As Director of Planning in the
JOHN R . BOUSFIELD
Township of Scarborough, he reconciled local
To1onto, Ontario
and regional land use interests in the rapidly
growing municipality by quietly inventing the secondary plan.
John's subdivision designs were creative and sensitive both to the
land and to the people who would eventually live in them. He had
the ability to persuade his developer clients to accept his ingenious
designs rather than maintain their focus on maximum yield. John is
recognized as the master planner of Erin Mills in Mississauga, at the
time the largest suburban development in the country, and to this
day one of the most attractive environments in which to live and
work in Canada.

eeting social needs through urban p lanning
M
has b een the dominant theme in Ken
Cameron's 25 year career in public service. His
distinguishing contribution to the profession has
been to connect planning to the governance
structures for managing urban development.
There are few people who have played such a
significant role in advancing the cause of
regional planning in two of Canada's largest
metropolitan areas.

L

e theme dominant des vingt-cinq ans de carriere de Ken
Cameron dans la fonction publique a ete de repondre aux
besoins sociaux par le biais de l'urbanisme. Sa grande
contribution a la profession a ete de relier l'urbanisme aux
structures de gouvernement en vue de gerer le developpement
urbain. Peu de personnes ont contribue autant a promouvoir
l'amenagement regional dans deux des plus grandes regions
metropolitaines du Canada.

En Ontario, au debut des annees 1970, M . Cameron a acquis
progressivement une serie de responsabilites qui ont culmine
In Ontario in the early 1970's, Ken earned a
avec sa nomination au poste de directeur general de la
series of progressively increasing
Commission royale Robarts sur le gouvernement local dans la
responsibilities which culminated with his
Communaute urbaine de Toronto. Mais ce cheminement n'etait
appointment as the Executive Director of the
KEN CAMERON
qu'une preparation pour M. Cameron, qui a amerce une serie
Burnaby, Bnt1sh Columb ia
Robarts Royal Commission on Local Government
d 'initiatives majeures en urbanisme dans la region
in Metropolitan Toronto. However, this was just
metropolitaine de Vancouver au cours des annees 1980 et 1990,
Ken's preparation for a series of landmark planning initiatives in
dont une bonne partie ont ete realisees pendant la soi-disante
Greater Vancouver in the 1980s and 1990s -- much of which was
« periode noire » de l'amenagement regional en Colombieachieved during the so-called "dark days" of regional planning in
Britannique. M. Cameron a reussi a convaincre Jes gouvernements
British Columbia. Ken was able to coax the initially reluctant
municipaux, regionaux et provincial, initialement refractaires, de
municipal, regional and provincial governments to again embrace
reconnaitre la necessite de se doter d 'un cadre d'amenagement pour
the need for a planning process in Greater Vancouver, Canada's
la region metropolitaine de Vancouver, une des regions qui connait
fastest growing metropolitan region. The Livable Region Strategic
la plus forte croissance demographique au Canada. Le fruit de cette
Plan which emerged is a historic plan for British Columbia and a
initiative, le Plan strategique en vue d'etablir une regon vivable, est
model for other parts of Canada.
un plan historique pour la Colombie-Britannique et un modele pour
!es autres regions du Canada.
e role de Gerry Carrothers dans l'enseignement de
·
l'urbanisme et sa participation au sein de !'ICU s'inscrivaient
dans la meme quete : garantir Jes normes !es plus elevees
possibles pour la profession d'urbaniste au Canada. Sur une
periode de quarante ans, Gerry Carrothers a j cue un role
fondamental dans l'etablissement du systeme d 'enseignement
de l'urbanisme au Canada. Beaucoup d 'etablissements ont
emprunte au adapte Jes aspects novateurs de son programme a
l'Universite York lorsqu'ils ant restructure leurs programmes et
ajoute !es eludes environnementales pour repondre a la nature
changeante de la profession d 'urbaniste. On ne peut trop
insister sur !'importance qu'a joue le «modele Carrothers» pour
fa,;:onner l'enseignement de l'urbanisme et !es eludes
environnementales au Canada, surtout a la lumiere du peu de
reconnaissance que la profession y avail accordee ii y a trente
ans.

L

erry Carrothers' role in planning education
G
and his involvement in CIP were part of the
same quest: to ensure the highest possible

standards for the operation of the planning
profession in Canada. Over a 40 year period,
Gerry Carrothers played a fundamental role in
the creation of the planning education system in
Canada. The innovative aspects of his program
at York University have been emulated or
adapted by many institutions as they
restructured their programs and added
environmental studies to meet the rapidly
evolving fabric of the planning profession. One
cannot overstate the significance of the
GERALD CARROTHERS
"Carrothers Model" in shaping and re-shaping
Toronto, Ontano
planning and environmental studies in Canada,
particularly in light of limited acceptance it received from the
En meme temps, M. Carrothers s'etait engage a faire revivre le
profession 30 years ago.
Town Planning Institute of Canada, le predecesseur de !'ICU. En plus
d 'avoir grandement contribue a !'elaboration des normes d 'adhesion
a l'Institut et ii etait l'un des auteurs de !'examen d 'admission a !'ICU,

qui existe encore aujourd'hui. M. Carrothers savait Ires clairement
quelles normes Jes urbanistes devaient respecter pour etre reconnus
a titre de professionnels et aussi pour que l'ICU soil reconnue a titre
d 'organisme professionnel.

At the same time, Gerry was committed to the revival of the Town

Planning Institute of Canada, the forerunner of CIP. In addition to
developing the Institute's membership standards, he was one of the
authors of the CIP exam which is still in place today. Gerry was
always clear on the standards which must be met by planners to
ensure their recognition as professionals and the accompanying
recognition of CIP as a professional organization.

ack Hancock's influence on community
M
design in Canada has been remarkable.
His signature community, Don Mills, set the

ack Hancock a eu une influence determinante sur la
M
conception des collectivites du Canada. Sa collectivite
phare, Don Mills, a servi de norme pour une bonne part des

standard for much of the post-war planning in
this country and throughout North America. His
work consistently exemplified the multidisciplinary approach to urban design. And as
extensive as his work was, it was dwarfed by the
collective product of his countless imitators.

initiatives d'urbanisme d 'apres-guerre au Canada et en
Amerique du Nord. Son travail a toujours reflete l'approche
multidisciplinaire au concept urbain. Malgre l'etendue
considerable de son travail, celui-ci a ete eclipse par le produit
collectif de ses innombrables imitateurs.

Au cours des annees 1960, M. Hancock a contribue a elargir le
bassin de talents en urbanisme au Canada lorsque son
In the 1960's Mack made a significant
entreprise est devenue l'une des plus importantes « ecoles
contribution to the pool of Canadian planning
d 'etudes superieures » pour !es urbanistes professionnels.
talent as his company become one of the
Aujourd'hui, ces diplomes constituent l'essentiel des urbanistescountry's greatest "graduate schools" for
MACl{LIN L . HANCOCI{
conseils en amenagement urbain en Ontario, grace a leur
practicing planners. Today these graduates
M1ss1ssauga, Ontano
formation a l'ecole de M. Macklin, au 45, avenue Irwin.
form the bulk of consulting practitioners in urban
planning and design in Ontario, owing their
Pendant de nombreuses annees, !es travaux de Mack Hancock
training to Macklin's practical academy at 45 Irwin Avenue.
representaient le Canada face au reste du mantle. Au cours des
For many years, Mack Hancock' s work represented Canada to the
annees 1960, ii a ouvert la voie pour !es urbanistes canadiens en
world. He led the way for Canadian planning practitioners in the
obtenant des projets en Asie, en Afrique du Nord, en Europe et en
1960s by securing projects in Asia, North Africa, Europe, and
Australie. Ses travaux sent tres respectes par Jes urbanistes
Australia. His work is highly respected by international planning
professionnels internationaux et beaucoup Jes considerent comme
!'essence de l'urbanisme canadien.
professionals and is viewed by many as the essence of Canadian
planning.

eorge Rich a ete decrit comme le Buckminster Fuller de
l'amenagement urbain et regional. Pendant son sejour a
G
l'Universite de Waterloo, ii a influence !es vies de centaines

eorge Rich has been described as the
G
Buckminster Fuller of the urban and regional
planning world. During his time at the University

d'etudiants en urbanisme. II avail le don d'enseigner a ses
etudiants !es rudiments de l'urbanisme et ensuite de !es
encourager a rever d'un monde meilleur. M. Rich a laisse a ses
etudiants !'impression d 'un homme de la Renaissance, ayant un
large eventail d'interets et un dowc: sens de !'humour. Pour
beaucoup d'entre ewe:, ii etait un melange attachant de charme
de l'ancien monde et d'aisance dans !es vastes etendues
Canada, acquise !ors de son sejour au Manitoba.

Sa perspicacite, si importante pour ses etudiants, Jui vient de
ses experiences professionnelles a la Commission d 'urbanisme
de la region metropolitaine de Winnipeg. Son style etait marque
par une approche professionnelle et un leadership eclaire, mais
c'est son aptitude a preparer des programmes d 'urbanisme pour
le conseil urbain qui etait le plus notable. M. Rich a rassemble une
equipe impressionnante d 'urbanistes et ii a resolument fait avancer
le plan directeur de la region metropolitaine de Winnipeg, un plan
qui tient toujours apres dewc: decennies et demie.

ally Thorsen was among the first women to
S
break into the field of urban planning in
Canada. She was certainly the first woman to rise
to the level of Commissioner of Planning,
achieving that position with the City of
Cambridge in 1973 and then with the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo in 1984.

of Waterloo, he touched the lives of hundreds of
planning students. He had a gift for grounding
his students in the fundamentals of planning and
then challenging them to dream of a better
world. George impressed his students as a
Renaissance man, having a wide range of
interests and a gentle sense of humour. To many
of them, he seemed an engaging mixture of Old
World charm and Canadian wilderness savvy,
gained through his days in Manitoba.
His insights, so important to his students, were
gained through his personal experiences at the
Metropolitan Planning Commission of Greater
Winnipeg. His style was marked by a professional approach and
sound leadership, but it was his ability to put together planning
programs for the consideration of the Metro Council that was most
notable. George gathered an impressive team of planners and
resolutely advanced a master plan for Greater Winnipeg - a plan
which stood the test of two and a half decades.

S. GEORGE RICH
Elmira, Ontano

ally Thorsen a ete une des premieres femmes a se tailler une
S
place dans le domaine de l'urbanisme au Canada. Elle a ete
la premiere femme a occuper le poste de commissaire a

l'urbanisme, d 'abord a la Ville de Cambridge en 1973 et ensuite
a la Municipalite regionale de Waterloo, en 1984.

Bien que Mm• Thorsen ait joue un role de modele important pour
beaucoup d'autres femmes, sa plus importante contribution a
ete sa recherche inlassable en vue d'assurer !'excellence de
Although Sally's leadership as a role model for
l'amenagement regional, notamment en ce qui touche la
other women was important, her most significant
protection du patrimoine nature! et des ressources agricoles.
leadership contribution was her relentless
Ainsi, grace a ses judiciewc: conseils, la Municipalite regionale
pursuit of good regional planning which
de Waterloo est devenue un chef de file national au chapitre de
included protection of natural heritage and
!'elaboration des politiques et de !'integration de l'amenagement
agricultural resources. The regional
Municipality of Waterloo, through Sally's
des bassins hydrographiques dans le domaine de l'urbanisme.
SALLY A. THORSEN
De plus, son interet tres marque pour la culture a permis
thoughtful guidance, became a national leader in
(Deceased/ decedee)
Waterloo, Ontario
policy development and the integration of
d'etablir un lien officiel entre !es programmes et !es priorites
watershed planning and urban planning. In
urbanistiques et culturelles a Waterloo. Gracieuse, genereuse et
diplomatique, Mm• Thorsen etait toujours disposee a encadrer et a
addition, her more than passing interest in culture led to a formal
linkage of planning and cultural programs and priorities in Waterloo.
guider !es jeunes urbanistes.
Gracious, generous, and tactful, Sally was always willing to coach
Sally Thorsen est decedee du cancer le 8 avril 1997. Elle etait a.gee
and guide young planners.
de 58 ans.
Sally Thorsen died of cancer on April 8, 1997. She was 58.

a plus grande contribution de Brahm Wiesman a l'urbanisme
canadien sera sans doute !'influence qu'il a eue sur !es
centaines de jeunes urbanistes a qui ii a enseigne. II avail le
talent unique d'inciter ses etudiants a developper leurs propres
forces tout en !es guidant avec !es siennes. Comme le disent ses
diplomes : « ii nous a encourages a penser plus loin que le
contexte bureaucratique immediat », « ii a insiste sur la
necessite de tenir compte de !'aspect humain de l'urbanisme »,
« ii nous a montre a reflechir a ce que nous disons et a ce que
nous proposons ». Beaucoup de ses diplomes jouent des roles
importants aujourd'hui dans l'urbanisme canadien et affirment
que M. Wiesman !es a encourages a voir plus loin que la
sagesse conventionnelle courante et a avoir !'esprit ouvert a
toutes !es possibilites.

B
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Grace a !'experience qu'il a acquise tout au long d 'une carriere
reussie a titre d'urbaniste professionnel, M. Wiesman a
revitalise et rajeuni la UBC School of Community and Regional
Planning et a appuye constamment l'ecole tout au long de son
developpement. A l'heure actuelle, ii presente des conferences et
conseille des urbanistes en Asie. Son engagement a l'endroit des
principes de l'urbanisme et de la justice sociale sont un magnifique
heritage a la pratique de l'urbanisme au Canada. Aujourd'hui, ii
vehicule ces valeurs sur la scene internationale a titre d'ambassadeur
non officiel de l'urbanisme canadien a l'etranger.

BRAHM WIESMAN
North Vancouver,
Bnt1sh Columbia

rahm Wiesman's greatest contribution to
Canadian planning will undoubtedly prove
to be his influence on hundreds of young
planners who received their education under his
counsel. He had the unique talent of challenging
his students to develop their own strengths while
being guided by his own. His graduates say:
"he encouraged us to think beyond the
immediate bureaucratic context", "he stressed
the need to pay attention to the human side of
planning", "he challenged us to think about what
we were saying and proposing" . Many of his
graduates play important roles in Canadian
planning today and credit Brahm with
challenging them to look beyond the
conventional wisdom of the day and to open
their minds to all realms of possibilities.

Using the experience he gained in a successful career as a
professional planner, Brahm revitalized and rejuvenated the UBC
School of Community and Regional Planning and has been a
consistent and enduring strength throughout the school's
development. Currently, he is working as a lecturer and advisor to
planners in Asia. His commitment to strong planning p rinciples and
social justice is his legacy to the field of planning in Canada; now he
is passing these values on internationally as an unofficial
ambassador of Canadian planning abroad.

D

avid Witty is passionate about planning, and
is a natural leader with strategic vision,
integrity, and the commitment to see things
through. He has given untold time and energy to
the Canadian Institute of Planners, serving as
President, chairing the Healthy Communities
Project, writing numerous articles for the
magazine, and giving substance to the CIP
Strategic Plan. These contributions alone are
reason enough to recognize him, but David has
the unique characteristic of being a planner's
planner: David Witty is deeply committed to the
planning profession and its future. He feels
strongly about planning education, membership
standards and ethics, and setting high standards
of practice. David believes absolutely in the
need to have a strong and active national
institute.

D

David R. Witty
Bowen Island, Bntlsh Columbia

David's commitment to CIP's Healthy Communities Project resulted
in over 150 communities taking action to improve their natural
environment, social fabric and economic capacity. His experience in
resolving complex socio-economic problems has resulted in his
being sought by all levels in government in Canada and abroad.
David writes well and he has used this skill to enhance professional
development and continuing education through the publication of
over 20 articles on planning theory and practice.

The nine Fellows introduced above join these others (a "d"
indicates that that the individual is deceased):

JA C K T. ALLSTON
HANS BLUMENFELD (D)
A.E.I<:. B U NNELL (D)
HUMPHREY S .M. C ARVER (D)
DENIS H. C OLE
ELI C OMAY
ALISTAIR C RERAR
NOEL DANT (D)
GARY DAVIDSON

avid Witty est un passionne de l'urbanisme et est un chef
nature!, dote d'une vision strategique, un homme integre
desireux de mener a bien tout ce qu'il entreprend. On ne
compte plus le temps et l'energie qu'il a consacres a l'Institut
canadien des urbanistes, occupant le poste de president,
dirigeant le Projet des communautes en sante, redigeant de
nombreux articles pour la revue et injectant de la substance aux
plans strategiques de !'ICU. A elles seules, ces contributions
sont suffisantes pour lui rendre hommage, mais ii a la
caracteristique unique d 'etre l'urbaniste des urbanistes : David
Witty est profondement engage a l'endroit de la profession
d'urbaniste et de son avenir. II croit fermement en
l'enseignement de l'urbanisme, aux normes d'adhesion, a la
deontologie ainsi qu'a !'adoption de normes professionnelles
elevees. M. Witty est convaincu de la necessite d 'avoir un
institut national fort et actif.

L'engagement de M. Witty a l'endroit du Projet des
communautes en sante de !'ICU a incite plus de 150 collectivites a
adopter des mesures en vue d'ameliorer leur environnement nature!
et de renforcer leur tissu social et leur capacite economique. Son
experience dans la resolution de problemes socio-economiques
complexes fait qu'il est sollicite par tous !espaliers de gouvemement
au Canada et a l'etranger. M. Witty est un excellent redacteur et il a
mis cette aptitude a contribution pour ameliorer le perfectionnement
professionnel et !'education permanente grace a la publication de
plus d 'une vingtaine d'articles sur la theorie et la pratique de
l'urbanisme.
Les neuf fellows presentes ci-haut se joignent aux personnes
suivantes (la mention «d» signifie que la personne est
decedee)

E U GENE G. FALUDI (D)
LEN 0. GERTLER
R. NORMAN GIFFEN
H A RRY N . LASH (D)
HUGHT. LEMON
DANNY L. MAl{ALE (D)
PETER J. MARTIN (D)
A .L.S. NASH (D)
MARY RAWSON

J . HOW ARD RI C HARDS
RAYMOND SP AXMAN
HAROLD SPENC E-SALES
WILLIAM E. THOMSON
ERI C W. THRIFT (D)
JAMES W. WILSON
JEANNE M. WOLFE
WOJC IEC H WRONSKI
M U RRAY ZIDES
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ane Jacobs, who needs no
introduction, is the Institute's newest
onorary Member. This recognition is
given sparingly- in the history of CIP,
SYSTE~lS
there have been only ten honorary
members. Always critical of
OF.
conventional planning and planners,
there is no doubt that Jane Jacobs has
had an enormous influence on planning
practice in North America. There are
'"
probably few practicing planners today
who were not changed by her
I\ '\I I\( I >II\
landmark work, The Death and Life of
Great American Cities. At the time this
book was published in I 96 I , Jane
Jacobs was considered to be one of three leading intellectuals of the
day - the other two being Lewis Mumford and Rachel Carson. Death
and Life was followed by several more influential works, including

scm·1,:\L

The Economy of Cities, Cities and the Wealth of Nations, The Question
of Separatism and most recently, Systems of Survival, a dialogue on

the moral systems and values that shape contemporary society. The
Institute is pleased to recognize Jane Jacobs as an Honorary Member,
and is also pleased that she has accepted our recognition.

ane Jacobs, qui n'a pas besoin d'etre
presentee, est la plus recente membre
onoraire de l'Institut. Cet hommage n'est
deceme que tres rarement. En fait, dans
toute son histoire, !'ICU n'a deceme cette
distinction qu'a dix personnes. Toujours
critique de l'approche conventionnelle de
l'urbanisme, ii ne fait aucun doute que Jane
Jacobs a eu une enorme influence sur la
J\\L J\COB\
pratique de l'urbanisme en Amerique du
,~....,, ..,u,,
Nord. II ya probablement tres peu
d'urbanistes professionnels aujourd'hui qui
n'ont pas ete changes par son ouvrage
phare, Declin et survie des grandes villes
americains. Lorsque cet ouvrage a ete publie
en 1961, Jane Jacobs etait consideree comme l'un des trois grands
intellectuels de l'epoque, !es deux autres etant Lewis Mumford et
Rachel Carson. Cet ouvrage a ete suivi par plusieurs autres ouvrages
influents, dont The Economy of Cities, Les villes et la richesse des
nations, The Question of Separatism et, plus recemment, Systems of
Survival, un dialogue sur !es valeurs et !es systemes moraux qui
fac;:onnent notre societe contemporaine. L'Institut est heureux de
reconnaitre Jane Jacobs a titre de membre honoraire et il se rejouit
qu'elle ait accepte cet hommage.
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© = lnfom1ation/Renseignements 1r = Telephone/
Telephone
J = Fax/Telecopieur 5igi = E-MaiVCounier electronique
Visit our website for more conference infom1ation. Visitez
noire site Web pour d'autres renseignements sur les congres.
http://www.cip-icu.ca

NOVEMBER~7NOVEMBRE
Planning in the Americas
Nov. 6-9 nov. - Fort Lauderdale, FL. ©
Association of Collegiate Schools of
Planning {ACSP) /(520) 623-1705
rosenblo@aruba.ccit.arizona.edu
CUTA Fall Technical Learning
Conference, TRANS-EXPO 97 and
National Forum on Passenger
Transporation
Nov. 15 - 19 nov. - Montreal, QC. ©CUTA Conferences & Training Section 1r{416)
365 -9800 ext. 116 /{416) 365-1295
&igJobright@cutaqactu .on.ca
Creating Better Cities with Children and
Youth
Nov. 26-29 nov. - Amsterdam, NL. ©
Averroes/UNESCO European Training
Centre 1r+31 (20) 592 96 66 /+31 (20)
592 96 77 &igJinternat@averroes.nl

DECEMBER~7DECEMBRE
Partners for Smart Growth Conference
Dec. 2-4 dee. - Baltimore, MD. © United
States Environmental Protection Agency
{USEPA) and the Urban Land Institute {ULI)
1r{202) 624-7028 /(202) 624-7140
&igJMichaelP@ULl.org or
Sarrera@tetratech-ffx.com
Catalyst '97 - The Design and
Environment Conference
Dec. 5-8 dee. - Canberra, AUS. © Center
for Environmental Phylosophy, Planning
and Design 1r+61 (6) 201-5754 /+61 (6)
201-2279
&igJcat97@design .canberra.edu .au

JANUARY '98 JANVIER
International Workshop on Disaster:
Cities and Building Prevention,
Resettlement and Development
Jan. 16-18 jan. - Calcutta, India. © Centre
for Built Environment {CBE) 1r+91 (33) 476
1495 /+91 (33) 466 0625

FEBRUARY '98 FEVRIER
Planning Matters/ Questions
D'urbanisme - CAPS ACEAU '98
Feb. 3-7 fev. - Calgary & Banff, AB. 1r{403)
220-8144 /{403) 284-4399
&igJcaps98@evds .ucalgary.ca WEB http://
www.ucalgary.ca/evds/caps .htm

0
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Tbneline is a chronological list of events of interest to planners. Full and
provisional members can earn points towards their GIP Continuing Professional
Development Certificate by attending these or other events.

To obtain a copy of Short Courses and Seminars: Business Management
and Technical Training, a comprehensive, bi-annual directory of training and
professional development programs, please contact DEVELOPMENT PuBLICATIONS
INc. at (416) 972-1027.

A ]'agenda est une enumeration chronologique des activites d'interet pour les
urbanistes. Les Membres a part entiere et provisoires peuvent accurnuler des
points en vue d'un certificat de perfectionnement professionnel de l'ICU en
participant aces activites OU a d'autres.
Pour obtenir un exempalire de Short Courses and Seminars: Business
Management and Technical Training (ouvrage publie en anglais
seulement), un repertoire biennal complet des programmes de formation
professionnelle, veuillez appeler : DEVELOPMENT PuBLICATIONS INc. au (416) 9721027.

MARCH '98 MARS
Sister Cities and Municipal
Organizations, International
Conference
March 2-5 mars - Jerusalem, Israel. ©
Union of Local Authorities of Israel
1r+972 (3) 695-5924 /+971 (3) 6916821 &igJulais@netvision .net.il
1st International Conference on
Quality of Life in Cities - Issues and
Perspective
March 4-6 mars, 1998 - Singapore. ©
Conference Secretariat, School of
Building and Real Estate, National
University of Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge
Crescent, Singapore 119260 1r{65) 7723440 /(65) 775-5502 &igJbemgen9@
abeml .nusstf.nus.sg WEB http://
www.bem .nus .sg/htm/qol .htm
International Conference on Shelter
and Revitalization of Old and Historic
Urban Centres
March 30 mars - April 3 avril - Havana,
Cuba. © Tralog, Geschaftsstelle Berlin
V//+49 (30) 216 7281
&igJtrialog@usa.net

APRIL '98 AVRIL
Revolutionary Ideas - APA 1998
National Planning Conference
April 4-8 avril, 1998 - Boston, MA. ©
Carolyn Torma, APA's education
manager 1r{312) 431-9100
&igJConferencelnfo@planning .org

MAY'98MAI
at the crossroads - 1998 CIP
Conference/au carrefour - Congres ICU
1998
May 31 mai - June 3 juin 1998 - Winnipeg,
MB. © Canadian Institute of Planners/
lnstitut canadien des urbanistes, 116
Albert Street, Suite 801, Ottawa ON Kl P
5G3. 1rlinda Mcfadyen at (204) 945-1085
/Linda Mcfadyen at (204) 948-2394
&igJchelm@cip-icu .ca WEB http://www.cipicu .ca

JUNE '98 JUIN
Annual Conference and Municipal Expo
of the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities
June 5-9 juin, 1998 - Regina, SK. © FCM,
24 Clarence Street, Ottawa ON Kl N 5P3 .
1r{613) 241 -5221 /(613) 241-7117 .
Disaster Forum '98
June 26 juin - July 1 juillet, 1998 Edmonton , AB. © Disaster Forum '98,
Suite 437, 11215 Jasper Avenue,
Edmonton, AB T5K 0L5 . 1r{403) 496-3804
/(403) 422 -1 549
&igJdisaster@freenet.edmonton .ab.ca WEB
http://www.freenet.edmonton.ab .ca/
disaster/

JULY '98 JUILLET
Embracing Change - Brisbane 1998 RAPI '98 Conference
July 6-9 juillet, 1998 - Queensland, AUS. ©
Susan Williams, Royal Australian Planning
Institute 1r+617-3870.8831 /+6173371.9514
1st World Congress of Health and Urban
Environment
July 6-1 0 juillet, 1998 - Madrid , Spain. ©
Technical Secretariat, Tilesa OPC, S.L.,
Landres , 17, 28028 Madrid, Spain 1r{34- 1)
3612600 /{34-1) 355 92 08
&igJtilesa@wpa.es

Exchange Opportunitv
Steve Thompson of Australind in Western Australia is
interested in arranging a 9-12 month exchange with a
Canadian planner beginning in rnid-1998. Mr. Thompson is a
Senior Planning Officer with the Ministry for Planning, in both
the strategic and statutory planning fields. Australind is a
suburb ofBunbury (15 minute drive) where the South-West
Office of the Ministry for Planning is located. Mr. Thompson is
willing to exchange homes and cars for the duration of the
exchange. To receive a copy of his resume you may contact
Denise Lind at (800) 207-2138, or Mr. Thompson directly by
writing to him at 6 Blue Manna Place, Australind, Western
Australia 6233.

Possibilite d'echanue
Steve Thompson, d'Australind, en Australie de l'Ouest,
airnerait organiser un echange d 'une duree de neuf a douze
mois avec un urbaniste canadien vers le milieu de 1998. M.
Thompson est agent principal de l'arnenagement au
rninistere de l'Urbanisme et de l'Arnenagement du territoire
et il s'interesse aux aspects strategiques et statutaires.
Australind est situe en banlieue de Bunbury (a 15 minutes en
automobile) et c'est la que se trouve le bureau du sud-ouest
du Mirlistere. M. Thompson est dispose a echanger sa maison
et son automobile pendant la duree de l'echange. Pour
recevoir une copie de son curriculum vitae, veuillez
cornrnuniquer avec Denise Lind, au (800) 207-2138, ou
directement avec M. Thompson en lui ecrivant a l'adresse
suivante : 6 Blue Manna Place, Australind, Western Australia
6233.

REMINDER • RAPPEL • REMINDER • RAPPEL • REMINDER • RAPPEL
Don't forget to make your tax-deductible donation to the CIP
Planning Student Trust Fund before the end of the year!
Donating $100 or more now will ensure that your name is
entered in the draw for $800 of travel vouchers, donated by
Travel CUTS. The draw will be made during the CIP Banquet
in Winnipeg on June 2nd, 1998.

N'oubliez pas de faire votre don deductible d'irnpot au Fonds
en fideicommis pour etudiants en urbanisme et en
amenagement de l'ICU avant la fin de l'annee! En faisant un
don de l 00 $ ou plus maintenant, vous serez admissible a un
tirage de bons de voyage d'une valeur de 800 $, une
gracieusete de Voyages Campus. Le ti.rage aura lieu pendant
le Banquet de l'ICU, qui se tiendra a Winnipeg, le 2 juin 1998.

Vii WELCOM!THI FOLLOWING N!W

LL AND PROVl!ONAL M
TOM lNSU:
OUS OUHAfroNS LA iENVENUE AU ·EIN D! ~tlNSlTM AUX NOUVIAUX MIMBR APART INfllRI ETPROVlSOlftlS UNANT
FULL MEMBERS/MEMBRES
Armando Barbini ............... 0PPI
Paul L. Bezaire ........... ....... 0PPI
Mark E. Bodrug ................. 0PPI
Robert Brassard ................ PIBC
Peter K. Chee ................. ... 0PPI
Diane E. Childs .................. 0PPI

Pierre Filion ...................... 0PPI
Judy E. Flavin ................... 0PPI
Neil D. Garbe ................ .... 0PPI
John (Greg) Husband ...... AACIP
Jeffery F. Kratky ................ 0PPI
catherine Main ............ .... AAOP

A

PART ENTIERES

Anne McCauley ................. 0PPI
Elisabeth Miller ............... APCPS
Ross T. Newkirk ................ 0PPI
Valerie A. Shuttleworth ...... 0PPI
Bruce J. Singbush ............. 0PPI
Susan A. Smallwood .......... 0PPI

Louis A. Spittal .................. 0PPI
J. Stephen Stone ............... 0PPI
Susan R. Taylor ................. 0PPI
Brian D. Treble .................. 0PPI
Cindy Lynn Welsh .. .•........•.0PPI

PROVISIONAL MEMBERS/MEMBRES PROVISOIRES
Seth Appiah-0poku ............ 0PPI
Karen N. Ball ................. ..... 0PPI
Sandra L. Bozzo ................. 0PPI
Allan K. Chong ................... 0PPI
Warren Climenhaga .......... AACIP
Ian T. Climenhage ....... ....... 0PPI
Shawn P. Collett .......... ....... 0PPI
Marion Denney .................. . 0PPI
Kristine Drake ............ ........ 0PPI
Amr A. Eleithy .................... 0PPI
Mark R. Flowers ................. 0PPI
Amjad Mushtaq Gauhar ........ INTL
Thomas Giancos ................. 0PPI
H.S. (Harry) Gill ............. .... PIBC
Terrance W. Glover ............ 0PPI
Wei Guo ...... .................. .... 0PPI

Christopher M. Harrington .. 0PPI
David E. Hessels .... ............ 0PPI
Mark R. Howard ................. 0PPI
Les Jagoda ........................ 0PPI
Maureen Zunti Jones ...•...... 0PPI
Karen T. Keating ..... .... ....... 0PPI
Ken T. Kelly ....................... 0PPI
Michael Kelly ............. ... ........ INTL
Donald M. Kennedy ............ 0PPI
Mohammed M. Khairy ........ 0PPI
Jeffrey C. Kolibash ............. 0PPI
Paula Kotasek .................. APCPS
Mohamed A. Kraba ...... .. ... .. 0PPI
Christina A.M. Laing .... ....... PIBC
Alex Tak Wing Law ........ ..... INTL
Tara-Lynne Martindale ........ 0PPI

Penny-Ann May ................. 0PPI
Gwen McIntosh ................. 0PPI
Kelly A. Mohring ................ 0PPI
Ian Moncrieff .............. .... ... 0PPI
Peter Moore ...... .. .............. 0PPI
Mark Paoli .......... .. ............. 0PPI
Jason C. Pfotenhauer ..........INTL
Susan M. Ruddick .............. 0PPI
Victor W.J . Rudik ............... 0PPI
Hope E. Russell .......... ....... 0PPI
Timothy W. Ryall ............... 0PPI
Salhi Saad ............................ INTL
Tim Savoie ..... ..... ............... PIBC
Scott W. Slack ................... 0PPI
Stephen T. Stenabaugh ...... 0PPI
Peter Swinton .... ..... ........... 0PPI

Bill C.M. Tam .................... ..0PPI
Tamara R. Tannis ............ MA P
Robert W. Taylor .. .............. 0PPI
cameron J. Thomas ............0PPI
Ray Tomalty .......................0PPI
Michael D. Tubridy .............. 0PPI
Jean Ugwumba .................. .. . INTL
Johan van der Bank .............. INTL
Edward S. Watkins ............. 0PPI
Erik Watson ....................... PIBC
Orland L. Wilkerson ............ PIBC
C. Elise Willison .................. 0PPI
Edward S. Woods ...... .........OPPI
Colleen Yates .................. APCPS
Syed Aijaz Zaheer ................. INTL
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CALGARY• BANFF
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CAPS• ACEAU
CAPS • AC~AU '98
Faculty of Environ mental Design
Professional Faculties Build ing A
The University of Calgary
2500 University Drive, N.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
Tel :
(403) 220-8144
relec: (403) 284-4399
Courrier elect:
caps98@evds.ucalgary.ca
Site Web :
www.ucalgary.ca/evds/caps .htm

HORAIRE
PRELIMINAIRE
MARDI 3 FEV.

Inscription
Cocktail de bienvenue
MERCREDI 4 FEV.

Conferencier invite
Visites guidees de Calgary
Initiation a l'Ouest
JEUDI 5 FEV.

Atel iers
Exposes
VENDREDI 6 FEV.

Exposes
Assemblee generale
Table ronde
Depart pour Banff
Soiree mystere
SAMEDI 7 FEV.

Table ronde
Visite de Bow Valley
Banquet
DIMANCHE 8 FEV.

Departs - OU Rendonnee de ski
(optionelle)
L' INFORMATION
CONCERNANT
I
L INSCRIPTION SERA
DISPONIBLE DANS
LES ~COLES
MEMBRES EN
OCTOBRE 1997
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Questions
1
d urbanisme
APPEL
D EXPOSES
1

Etudiants et professionnels sont
invites a partager leurs recherches,
experiences et idees. Si vous etes
interesses, communiquez avec nous.

FAITS SAILIANfS • Passez deux jours clans
le majesteux decors de Banff et de la Bow
Valley et decouvrez les preoccupations
locales sur le terrain. • Visitez des lieux
interessants aCalgary et decouvrez Mckenzie
Towne, un exemple de nouvel urbanisme.
• Participez ades exposes et ades ateliers
interactifs. • Assistez aune grande variete de
conferences presentees par des etudiants,
des professionnels ou des personnalites du
monde academique. • Echangez avec plus de
100 etudiants provenant de partout au
Canada, des Etats-Unis et du Royaume-Uni. •
Profitez d'une occassion unique d'echanger
vos idees au sujet de l'amenagement et de
cultiver de nouvelles idees.

Plusieurs possibilites s'offrent avous si
vous desirez participer au congres. Que
ce soit atitre de conferencier OU de
commanditaire, communiquez avec
nous. Votre contribution sera
grandement appreciee et sera mise en
evidence dans tous les documents
produits par CAPS • ACEAU '98.

C'est un rendez-vous aCalgary et
aBan.ffpour CAPS • ACF.AU '98!
Kim Blanchard &Je.ff Violi,
Copresidents

Du 3 au 7 fevrier, 1998
Les etudiants du programme d'urbanisme
seront vos hates, avec la collaboration
des membres de personnel enseignant.
Les imprimes sent une gracieusete de
Riley's Reproductions & Printing Ltd.
Direction artistique assu ree par Kristine Peddle
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The New Resource Management and Planning System of Tasmania:
Integrated or Convoluted Planning?

Tasmania has a controversial history of ba/,ancing the exploitation and conservation ofits
resources, and with its move to peiformance-based resource p/,anning, it remains to be
seen whether or not Australia's is/,and state can overcome its problems down under.

by Alex Brownlie, Trevor Budge, and Paul Mickan
Introduction
Tasmania-Australia's island state-is
about the same geographic size as the
province of New Brunswick. While its
460,000 residents enjoy some of the
world's best wilderness, they also share the
problems of many other isolated communities, including low population growth, a
strong primary industry base, and a
declining standard of living.
A suite of legislation developed during the early 1990s and introduced in
1994 established a new Resource
Management and Planning System. The
system is based on a whole of government,
industry, and community approach and is
intended to further the objectives of sustainability and natural resource management. Since the former legislation had not
changed significantly since the 1940s, the
challenge was to develop a new system,
and not merely remodel the old one. The
new legislation has shifted the planning
approach from prescriptive zoning to a
policy-driven, resource management,
strategic planning approach.
The system has five principal objectives:
• sustainable development of
Tasmania's natural and physical
resources;
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• fair, orderly, and sustainable use
and development of land, air, and
water;
• provision for public involvement
in resource management and
planning;
• facilitation of economic development in accordance with the
previous three objectives; and
• sharing of responsibilities between
all spheres of governm.ent, industry, and community.

How the system works
and what it means
The principal means of implementation of
the new system are state policies (to be
assessed by a Sustainable Development
Advisory Council) and local government
planning schemes (to be approved by an
independent land use planning review
panel). The relevant roles and instruments
are set out in the accompanying chart.
Under the new system, the use and
development of state resources can no
longer be separated from their sustainable
management and protection. An integrated approach to the management of
resources is required.

These radical changes were seen by
the premier of the day as imperative "for
the growth and development of the
Tasmanian economy and creation of
jobs." However, the system has been
blamed by some for hampering rather
than encouraging development. While the
state continues to experience the highest
unemployment rate in Australia-on the
order of 12%-a recent assessment on the
system concluded that it is "the 'Rolls
Royce' of legislation being operated by
mechanics used to working with a Model
T Ford." Having operated for decades
under a static, rigid, and prescriptive system, it is hardly surprising that the move
to a performance-based system has resulted in some initial teething problems.

Achievements and
performance to date
In the past three years, only one state policy has been adopted. More state policies
are proposed. At this rate, the state policy
framework, upon which much of the system is predicated, will not exist for many
years to come, if at all. In the Minister's
recent speech to Parliament, he said that
"for the first time, state agency decisionmaking criteria will be encapsulated in a
'rule book', to be incorporated into planning schemes." This has not eventuated,
and alternative formats for state policies
are now being discussed.
The preparation of new planning
schemes has resulted in a divergence of
interpretations on what the system
requires. Examples of recent schemes
include:
• the identification of water catchments, with protection of water
quality being the overriding
consideration;
• the identification of areas with
broadly similar sets of natural,
economic, and community values
supported by a performancebased approach, th us emphasizing
achievement of the intent and
objectives of the scheme rather
than compliance with predetermined arbitrary measures; and
• the preparation of a resource
management and planning strategy which provides a vision to the
year 2010 and emphasizes appropriate management, use, and
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An outline of the Tasmanian Resource Management and Planning System
within the context of state government responsibilities.
Decision-making
Body

Administrative
Framework

Parliament

Legislation

Executive
Government

Cabinet

Sustainable
Development Advisory
Council

State Policies and
Projects Act

State Agencies

Various legislative
responsibilities (e.g.,
agriculture, forestry,
roads)

Operational
Structure
Resource
Management and
Planning System
Premier's
Directions
Statement

• State Policies and Projects Act
• Land Use Planning and Approvals Act
• EJZvironmental Management and Pollution Control Act

-

+
• coastal (existin3{
• rural (prlose )
• water qu icy (proposed)

State Policies

Agency Strategies
and Operational
Activities

I

-

'

t

+

Land Use Planning
Review Panel

Land Use Planning
and Approvals Act

Guidelines and
Codes of
Practice
(around 20)

• Guide co the System
• Integrated System of Planning
Instruments Project

Environmental
Management and
Pollution Control
Board

Environmental
Management and
Pollution ControlAct

Assessment of
Level 2 Activities

• Environmental Assessment Manual

Local Councils (which
act as planning
authorities)

Local Government Act
and land Use
Planning and
Approvals Act

t

development of natural resource
and human activity areas.
In response to these divergent
approaches, the state government has
recently taken steps to introduce a model
planning scheme to promote a common
framework throughout Tasmania.
While local government supports the
system in theory, in reality the actions of
councils show that unsustainable development is sometimes excused in hard economic times, and that regulation must not
hinder a desperate need for economic
growth and jobs. The development industry cites too much public involvement in
the approval process, although a recent
investigation into these claims found that
the system is the best in Australia and the
real problem is a lack of understanding o_f
how it can and should work.
Paul Mickan sees five problems which
the new system has generated:
• insufficient strategic planning,
despite the fact that a local strategic plan is mandatory under the
Local Government Act;
• lack of coordinated action by the
state and local governments;
• insufficient resources devoted to
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State of
Environment
Reporting

Local Government
Strategic Plans

Planning Schemes

getting new planning schemes in
place;
• slow introduction of supporting
legislation, such as the Heritage
Act; and
• inadequate information on the
state's resource base.
According to Stuart Menzies, a former state planner, "the overall success of
the resource management and planning
system and the extent to which its objectives can be achieved is also hindered by
specific exemptions of key development
activities. " Examples include forestry and
marine farming. He adds, "while both
have their own impact assessment, they
are less stringent than under the planning
system."
Conservation and environment
groups have said that the approach taken
by the state and local councils seems to
be: "Never mind the impact on the environment, we need the development to
create jobs .. . everything will work out. "
However, councils are under community
pressure to change their practices.

Integrated Planning
and Environmental
Permit System

Annual Report

Conclusion
"In one sense, the jury is still out [and]
the system has not had a chance to be
fully operational," states Trevor Budge.
"What we need is a stronger commitment
by a number of government agencies to
the integrated 'whole of government
approach' backed by local government
fully grasping the opportunities provided
by the legislation."
The new Tasmanian Resource
Management and Planning System has
generated a great deal of interest by those
looking for a comprehensive and integrated approach based on sustainable resource
management. Ironically, the Tasmanian
system has emerged in a community
which has had a long tradition of resource
exploitation. Its operation is being severely
tested in Tasmania's political, social, and
economic environment.
8

Alex Brownlie is_a planning consultant
based in Launceston, Tasmania's second
largest city. Trevor Budge is a planning
comultant from the Australian state of
Victoria who works extensively in Tasmania.
Paul Mickan is the Manager ofPlanning
for the City ofLaunceston.
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INSTITUT CANAD!EN DES

URBANISTES

C5:J /997 7/warfs jor:Jlanninr Bxce/lence
5C1Jprix J;xce/lence en urbam"sme /99 7
This year's award for planning excellence is named in
honour of Murray Zides FCIP
Murray Zides played a pioneering role in planning
in the Atlantic provinces. He was born in Saint John
in 1920 and graduated from the University of New
Brunswick in 1944 in Civil Engineering. He then
proceeded to Yale University on a scholarship to study
traffic engineering.
Murray worked as an engineer in New Brunswick
and Hamilton, Ontario prior to bei~g introduced to
planning in Saskatchewan, where he
eventually became provincial Planning
Director.
In 1956, Murray left the Prairies
and returned home where he became
the Director of the Metropolitan Saint
John Planning Commission. Always a
supporter of the Canadian Institute of
Planners, Murray was President of CIP
in 1960-61. He retired as the
Commissioner of Planning and
Development of the City of Saint John
in 19 8 5 and was named Fellow of the
Institute in 1987.
These annual awards honour planning projects
judged on their excellence, innovation, impact on the
field of expertise, implementation potential, and presentation. The winners were announced in St. John's,
Newfoundland, on Tuesday, July 22, 1997 at a ceremony during the CIP Annual Conference.
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Cette annee, le prix d' excellence en urbanisme a ete
nomme en l'honneur de Murray Zides FCIP
Murray Zides a joue un role pionnier important
pour l'urbanisme clans les provinces de l'Atlantique. Il
est ne a Saint Jean en 1920 et a obtenu son diplome en
genie civil a l'Universite du Nouveau-Brunswick en
1944. Ila ensuite poursuivi des etudes en ingenierie de
la circulation grace a une bourse de l'Universite Yale.
Il a d' abord travaille comme ingenieur au
Nouveau-Brunswick et a Hamilton en Ontario avant
de decouvrir l'uibanisme en
Saskatchewan ou il est devenu
directeur provincial de l'urbanisme.
Murray a quitte les Prairies en 1956
pour revenir au bercail a titre de
directeur de la Commission
d'urbanisme de la region
metropolitaine de Saint Jean. Fidele
partisan de l'Institut canadien des
urbanistes, Murray a ete president de
l'ICU en 1960-1961. Ila pris sa retraite
de la Commission d' urbanisme et
d'amenagement de la ville de Saint Jean
en 1985 et a ete nomme Fellow de l'Institut en 1987.
Ces prix annuels visent a souligner des projets
d'urbanisme juges en fonction de leur excellence,
innovation, incidence sur la domaine d' expertise,
potentiel de mise en reuvre et presentation. Les
laureats Ont ere annonces a St-Jean (Terre-Neuve) le
mardi 22 juillet 1997, a l'occasion d'une ceremonie
presentee clans le cadre du Congres annuel de l'ICU.
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MURRAY ZIDES AWARD
FOR PLANNING EXCELLENCE
PRIX D'EXCELLENCE EN URBANISME MURRAY ZIDES
City of Surrey Official Community Plan,
Planning and Development Department,
City of Surrey
submitted by/presence par
Lehman Walker MCIP
Lehman Walker MCIP, Angela Cachay,
Terry Hoff, Barry Konkin,
Adrian Kopystynski MCIP,
Burton Leon MCIP, Hugh McLean,
Kristian Nichols, Bhargav Parghi

The City of Surrey accommodates onequarter of Vancouver's population growth
each year. Surrey's present population of
300,000 is expected to double in the next
25 years. Not surprisingly, the City's existing plan dating from the early 1980s was
out of date and out of couch.
The Surrey Official Community Plan
was developed through a planning, consultation and consensus-building process
which began in 1994 with the Future
Surrey Vision project. Over 20,000 people
were involved in the Vision project
through innovative marketing techniques
including conferences, focus groups,
materials in school classrooms, workshops
for hard-co-reach groups, and even
"scratch 'n find" cards.
The strength of the Surrey Plan is the
extent to which goals, strategies, and policies relate directly and concretely to the
Future Surrey Vision. The process and
documents of the Plan are clear and
uncluttered, yet show appropriate and
sophisticated input from planners.
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CIP 1997 Award Wmners
Back row (L-R): Jack Allston FCIP on behalf of
Murray Zides FCIP; Gary Klassen MCIP, President
CIP; Mark Seasons MCIP; Paul Hamilton M CIP.
Middle row (L-R): Nicholas Lai MCIP;
How Yin Leung MCIP; Pamela Sweet MCIP;
David Gurin MCIP.
Front row {L-R): Burton Leon MCIP; Lehman
Walker MCIP; Lauren Bartlette, Student Scholarship
recipient; Marni Cappe MCIP; Chantal Laliberte
MICU, Chair of Awards Jury.

La Ville de Surrey abrite un quart de
I' accroissemenc annuel de la population de
Vancouver. On prevoit que sa population
actuelle de 300 000 habitants doublera au
cours des 25 prochaines annees. II n' est
pas surprenant que le plan de la ville
datant du debut des annees 80 soit desuet
et mal adapte aux besoins actuels.
Le Plan officiel d'urbanisme de Surrey
a ete mis en a:uvre au moyen d'un
processus de planification, de consultation
et de concertation encrepris en 1994 dans
le cadre du projer Optique d'avenir de
Surrey. Plus de 20 000 personnes y ont
participe grace a des techniques de
marketing novarrices, done des
conferences, des groupes de concertation,
du materiel scolaire, des ateliers pour !es
groupes difficiles a joindre et meme des
gratteux.
La force du plan de Surrey se fonde
sur la maniere directe et concrete done se
ra portent !es objectifs, !es strategies et !es
politiques du plan a la vision future de
Surrey. Le processus ainsi qu(l-lesdocuments du plan sont clairs et degages,
temoignant bien de la contribution
appropriee et reflechie des urbanistes.

Lauceats des Prix d' excellence 1997 de l'I CU
Derniere rangee (de gauche a droite) : Jack Allsron
FCIP, pour Murray Zides FCIP; Gary Klassen MCIP,
president de !'ICU; Mark Seasons MCIP; Paul
Hamilron MCIP.
Rangee du centre {de gauche a droice) : Nicholas Lai
MCIP; How Yin Leung MCIP; Pamela Sweet MCIP;
David Gurin MCIP.
Premiere rangee {de gauche a droice) : Burton Leon
MCIP; Lehman Walker MCIP; Lauren Bartlette,
laureate de la bourse d'etudes; Marni Cappe MCIP;
Chantal Laliberte MICU, presidente du jury des
Prix d'excellence.

"The planning process involved real and
meaningful public input, without compromising the injection ofhighly focused and
inherently sound planning concepts. "
- jury member
« j'ai trouve que le processus ainsi que tous
Les produits relatifi a [ce concours] etaient
exemplaires. »
- membre du jury

Contact/pour informations:

Lehman Walker (604) 591-4474
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HONOURAWARD:
PLANNING FOR THE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL AREAS
PRIX D'HON NEUR:
L'URBANISME EN FAVEUR DE LA CONSERVATION DES ZONES NATURELS
Greenbelt Master Plan,
National Capital Commission

The National Orpital Commission
Grttnbtll ,\.lutttl'b.n

Submitted by/presence par
Franc;:ois Lapointe MCIP
Franc;:ois Lapointe MCIP,
Heather Cameron, Susan Fisher,
Richard Scott, Bob Billingsley,
Nelson Edward, Marc Sarrazin,
Mark Seasons MCIP
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The capital region greenbelt is a 20,000
hectare mosaic of farms, forests, wetlands,
institutional complexes, and recreational
facilities in the Ottawa-Carleron region. It
is a working rural landscape within
Canada's fourth largest urban area, and is
the only greenbelt of its kind in North
America.
The greenbelt is treasured by local
residents, bur also has national significance. To tap into a national audience,
over 150 students from nine university
planning schools across Canada were
invited to develop plans for the greenbelt
for course credit. T he student plans
emanated energy and creativity-and
many of their ideas were carried forward
in the final master plan for the greenbelt.
Overall, the Greenbelt Master Plan is
designed to enhance people's experience of
the natural landscape. The Plan is innovative in including measurable indicarors for
monitoring the greenbelt's ecological
health. The Plan also focuses on functions
of land, not land uses, which allows the
Plan to be more flexible and less regulatory in its approach.
The Plan is also beautifully presented,
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using a strong graphic vocabulary of
icons, sketches, and three-dimensional
map renderings.
La ceinture verte de la region de la capitale
nationale constirue une mosaique de
20 000 hectares de terres agricoles, de
forets, de zones humides, de complexes
instirutionnels er d'installations recreatives
clans la region d'Ottawa-Carleton. II s'agir
d'un paysage rural fonctionnel situe en
plein coeur de l'une des quatre regions
urbaines les plus importances au Canada
et la seule ceinture verte de ce genre en
Amerique du Nord.
Les habitants de la region attachent
une grande valeur a la ceinrure verre, alors
que cette derniere joue egalement un role
national important. De fac;:on a puiser
clans le bassin de l'auditoire national, on a
demande a plus de 150 etudiants parmi
neuf ecoles d'urbanisme du Canada de
preparer des plans cadres d' amenagement
de la ceinture verce, ce qui leur a permis
egalement d' obtenir des credits
d' enseignement. Les plans exprimaient
une force energie et faisaient preuve de
beaucoup de creativite. On a d'ailleurs

repris bon nombre de leurs idees clans le
plan final.
Dans l'ensemble, Le plan de La ceinture
verte est conc;:u de fac;:on a rehausser
l'experience qu'ont les gens du paysage
nature!. Le plan innove en comportant des
indicateurs qui permettent de mesurer la
sante ecologique de la ceinture verte. Le
plan pone plus sur les fonctions que sur
Jes utilisations des terres, ce qui lui permet
de reposer sur une approche plus souple et
moins reglementaire.
La presentation du plan est
magnifique et comporte un grand nombre
d'icones, d'esquisses et de cartes
rridimensionnelles.

"This submission did an exceLLent job of
breathing new Life into an old idea. "
- jury member
« Ce dossier demontre une comprehension
cLaire de L'origine, de L'histoire et de L'avenir
de La ceinture verte. »
- membre du jury

Contact/pour informations:
Franc;:ois Lapointe (613) 239-5579
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HONOURAWARD:
COMPREHENSIVE REGIONAL PLANNING
PRIX D'HONNEUR:
AMENAGEMENT REGIONAL GLOBAL
Regional Official Plan Review,
Planning and Development
Approvals Department,
Regional Municipality of
Ottawa-Carleton
submitted by/presente par
Nick Tunnacliffe MCIP

REGIONAL PlAN REVIEW

Nick Tunnacliffe MCIP,
Pamela Sweet MCIP

Eleven municipalities in the national capital area make up the region of OttawaCarleton. The Ottawa-Carleton Official
Plan is founded on a communiry vision
and is closely integrated with decisionmaking for other key municipal services,
including transportation, water supply,
and wastewater. It is an outstanding example of comprehensive and integrated
regional planning.
A strong message which came
through the communiry vision was that
Ottawa-Carleton should "grow in, not
out. " The Official Plan puts teeth in this
message through policies which promote
more compact development; put requirements for transit, walking, and cycling
first; and allow new development only in
areas where servicing is cost-effective and
where there is potential for job growth.
The Official Plan review follows a
well-defined planning process which is
guided by a clear community vision. The
plan puts forward policies that deal pragmatically with major issues facing municipalities today, including the challenge of
maintaining a high qualiry of life with
dwindling financial resources.
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La region d'Ottawa-Carleton est formee
de onze municipalites sicuees clans la
region de la capitale nationale. Le Plan
officiel d'Ottawa-Carleton est fonde
sur une optique communautaire et
etroitement lie aux decisions qui seront
prises en ce qui concerne d'autres services
municipaux importants, done le transport,
l'approvisionnement en eau et les
eaux usees. II s'agit la d'un exemple
exceptionnel de plan global et inregre
d' amenagement regional.
I..:un des messages les plus eloquenrs
qu'exprime la vision communautaire,
c'est qu'Ottawa-Carleton devrait « se
developper de l'inrerieur et non de
l'exterieur ». Le Plan officiel renforce ce
message grace a des politiques qui
favorisent un amenagement plus dense;
eiles integrent des exigences relatives au
transport en commun, a la marche a pied
et au cyclisme; et permettent que de
nouveaux secteurs soienc amenages
seulemenc s'il est rencable de les desservir
et si on y entrevoit une croissance force de
l'emploi.
I..:examen du Plan officiel se deroule
selon un processus bien defini qui repose

sur une oprique communautaire claire. Le
plan met de ('avant des politiques qui
traitenc de fac;:on pragmarique d'enjeux
imporcants auxquels font face
accuellemenc Jes municipalites
d'aujourd'hui, done le defi d'assurer une
grande qualire de vie malgre une
diminution des ressources financieres.

"The plan is very comprehensive and considers major factors, often overlooked, such as
the ecology ofurban places. "
- jury member
« Ce processus se sert de la vision comme
toile de fond essentielle pour toute prise de
decision importante. »
- membre du jury

Contact/ pour informations:
Nick Tunnacliffe (613) 560-6058
ext. 1539
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HONOURAWARD:
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
PRIX D'HONNEUR:
CONSULTATION COMMUNAUTAIRE
Physical Development Plan
for Squamish Nation
Phase Two Community Consultation Family Dinner Meetings,
UMA Engineering Ltd.

submitted by/presence par
Kathleen A. Callow MCIP
Kathleen A. Callow MCIP,
Tom Becker MCIP

The Squamish Nacion has 2500 members-half of them live on 23 reserves in
the greater Vancouver area. The innovation
in this submission lies in its "tradition. " To
consult with the Squamish people about
their ideas for the future, the planner
returned to the traditional Squamish
practice of discussing community concerns
over "dinner meetings" hosted by
Squamish Nacion families.
This unstructured and culturallysensitive method of consultation was very
successful. In the end, one in three
Squamish members over the age of 12 got
involved in the planning effort. This
involvement points to a high level of
interest in the development plan, as well
as the effectiveness of the consultation
technique.
The "snap-shoe" approach of the written report summarizing the dinner meetings allows for quick and easy reference to
a tremendous variety of material. Plainly
written and amply illustrated, the report
has been distributed to all Squamish
Nacion households, and several projects set
out in the report are already being pursued.
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La nation Squamish est composee de
2 500 membres, done la moitie vie sur
vingt-trois reserves dans la region
metropolicaine de Vancouver. I..:innovacion
de cecce soumission reside dans son
approche « traditionnelle ». Afin de
consulter le peuple Squamish au sujet de
ses idees sur l'avenir, l'urbaniste a eu
recours a la pracique traditionnelle
squamish de discuter des questions d' ordre
comrnunautaire dans le contexte de
« diners-rencontres » organises par !es
families de la nation Squamish.
Cette methode de consultation de la
collectivite, non structuree et adaptee a la
culture, a connu un vif succes. En fin de
compte, un membre sur trois de la
communaute squamish, parmi Jes
personnes a.gees de plus de 12 ans, a
participe aux travaux d'urbanisme. Cela
temoigne cant de l'incerec eleve a l'egard
du plan d'urbanisme que de l'efficacite de
la technique de consultation.
I..:approche « instancanee » du rapport
eerie resumant !es d'i:ners-renconrres a
permis la consultation rapide et facile
d'une vasce gamme de documents. Le
rapport, redige dans un vocabulaire simple

et am lement illustre, a ete remis a tous
!es foyers de la nation Squamish. De plus,
on a deja encrepris plusieurs des projets
proposes par le rapport.

"This project showed planners turning into
anthropologists-getting right into the culture ofa people and doing it successfully. "
- jury member
« Ce projet foit preuve d'une demarche
reellement innovatrice pour resoudre les
problemes complexes que posent les questions
relatives aux Premieres natiom. »
- membre du jury

Contact/pour informations:
Kathleen Callow (604) 438-5311
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HONOURAWARD:
ORIGINAL RESEARCH

PRIX D'HONNEUR:
RECHERCHE ORIGINAL
Housing Patterns and
Prospects in Metro,
Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto

submitted by/presence par
Paul Hamilton MCIP
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Paul Hamilron MCIP, Ana Bassios,
John Barr, Greg Suttor
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This submission is an overview of housing
issues presently facing Metro Toronro. This
project demonstrates excellence through its
thorough and informed research, strong
analysis, and clear conclusions.
The research summarized in this
study is distinctive because it departs from
the normal demographic method of
housing research , which involves simply
counting births and deaths, adj usting for
migration, and relating the result ro housing supply. This study considers internal
factors such as family formation, ethnicity,
the unique social context of Metro communities, and the interdependence of
Metro with other suburban communities
in the Greater Toronto Area.
This report is a unique work of
research which can be used as a guide to
housing research in other cities. The
study's results are clearly presented, making use of excellent chapter summaries,
headings, and diagrams. The subject headings alone show real panache-a remarkable achievement in a substantial research
document.
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Cette soumission donne un aperc;:u
des problemes de logement avec lesquels
est aux prises acruellement la region
metropoliraine de Toronto. eexcellence
de ce projet reside clans sa recherche
approfondie et informee, sa solide analyse
et ses conclusions claires.
La recherche que resume cette erude
se discingue du fair qu'elle s'eloigne de la
methode demographique de recherche
sur le logement courante qui consisre
simplement a compeer les naissances et Jes
deces, a compenser pour la migration et a
les rapporter a l' offre de logements. Cette
etude tient compte de facteurs internes,
done la composition familiale, l'ethnicite,
le contexte social propre aux colleccivites
metropolitaines et l'interdependance de
Toronto avec les collectivites suburbaines
du Grand Toronto.
Ce rapport est un ouvrage de
recherche unique qui peut servir de guide
sur les recherches clans le domaine du
logement menees clans d' autres villes. Les
resultats de cette erude sont clairement
exposes grace a une excellence utilisation
des resumes de chapitre, des vedettes et
des diagrammes. Les vedettes-matieres

demontrent un reel savoir-faire; un
accomplissement remarquable pour
un document de recherche de cette
envergure.

"This study is research at its best-with
clear, overt methods, implementable conclusions, and recommendations that are wellsuited to its context. "
- jury member
« IL s'agit de l'une des analyses sur Les questions de logement Les plus exhaustives que je
n'ai jamais vue. Le lecteur sera conquis par
la justesse et la rigueur des propos de cet
ouvrage. »
- membre du jury

Contact/pour informations:
Paul Harnilron (416) 392-8126
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by Deb Klassen
I am most privileged, as a planner, co work almost
exclusively for First Nacion communities in British
Columbia. I am employed by a multidisciplinary
consulting firm, Urban Systems, and work as a coream leader with an engineer. This is a challenging
and satisfying area of practice: what I do, and how I
do it can make a significant
difference co the quality of
life in these communities.
I work as a consultant
for First Nacion communities
char range from sophisticated, well-managed communities of close co 1,000 people,
to struggling, rural communities of less than 200 people.
Some of the communities
seek planning assistance in
.
.
.
purswng maJor econonuc
development opportunities,
while ochers are content just
co ensure char all of their
members have clean drinking
water and indoor plumbing.
Working in First
Nacion, on-reserve communities sometimes feels
like working in a foreign country. First Nacion
planning demands an ability co respect cultural differences. Elders are accorded special scams, rime
management is nor always a priority, and an empathetic understanding of social problems is critical.
However, I have been well rewarded for my listening
efforts and patience with hysterical tales of the trickster coyote, invitations co pot larches, powwows,
rodeos, and swears. I love my job, although I often
question the rightness of a non-native person working in these unique nations. I am particularly committed co working with community members who
are interested in taking on my job!
There are few "typical" projects in First Nations
work. For example, one northern community I
worked with was in the process of moving everyone
from an "old" village site to a "new" village site. The
homes in the old village did not have running water.
It would seem logical co assume most people would
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be enthusiastic at the prospect of getting a new
house complete with indoor plumbing, especially
given the long, cold winters in chis area! Some community members readily made the move as the new
houses became available. However, as I became
more involved in the project I began co sense a real
reluctance on the part of
many of the elders co move
from the old community.
My first instinct was chat
their resistance was due co
attachment co place; the old
village was closer to the river
from which the community
takes its name. One day, in
conversation with the Chief,
it suddenly became obvious
co me chat place was not the
issue. The elders lived in log
homes and the new houses
are typical subdivision-type
houses-the elders wanted to
remain in their log homes.
The solution was obvious and
easy, move the log houses!
As a First Nations planner, I am continually
called upon co push the boundaries by redefining
what I do as a planner. On the down side, there is
all coo often an accompanying sense of frustration as
I continually confront living conditions chat would
be totally unacceptable co most Canadians. It is also
di_scouraging co have to repeatedly explain co friends
and colleagues the reality of reserve life. However, job
satisfaction is exuemely high because improved living
conditions mean happier, healthier people. Best of all,
I get to meet interesting people, and I am pleased to
be able co call many of my clients my friends. 9

Deb Klassen was working on a Ph.D. at McMaster
when she realized that "the west was calling. "She has
worked as a First Nations planner with Urban Systems
since 1994. Deb welcomes inquiries from Plan Canada
readers at (250) 374-8311.
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nouvelles faQons de mettre

a

contribution vos competences en urbanisme

par Deb Klassen
vieux village n'avaient pas d'eau courante. II me
Je suis tres privilegiee, a titre d'urbaniste, de
semblait logique d'assumer que la plupart des gens
travailler presque exclusivement avec des
seraient enthousiastes a l'idee d'avoir une maison
collectivites des premieres nations en Colombieneuve avec plomberie interieure, surtout que !es
Britannique. Je suis employee par une firme de
hivers sont longs et froids dans cette region!
consultants multidisciplinaire, Urban Systems, et je
Certains n'ont pas hesite a demenager des que !es
partage !es fonctions de chef d'equipe avec un
nouvelles maisons etaient
ingenieur. C' est un travail
pretes. Mais, a mesure que
tres interessant et ues
le projet avarn;:ait, je
satisfaisant : ce que je fais et
commenc;:ais a remarquer
comment je le fais peuvent
que de nombreux aines
faire une difference
hesitaient a quitter leur
importante pour ameliorer la
ancien village. Ma premiere
qualite de vie dans ces
reaction a ete d' amibuer
collectivites.
cette hesitation des aines a
Je suis consultante
leur I' attachement au lieu,
aupres des collectivites des
puisque l'ancien village etait
premieres nations. Certaines
plus pres de la riviere, d'ou ii
de ces collectivites sont
tirait son nom. Un jour, en
avancees et bien gerees et
conversant avec un chef, j'ai
comptent pres d'un millier
soudainement compris qu'il
habitants, tandis que d'autres
ne s'agissait pas d'une
sont des collectivites rurales
question de lieu, mais plutot
de mains de 200 habitants
que !es aines vivaient dans
qui eprouvent des difficultes.
des maisons en bois rond et
Certaines veulent une aide
que !es nouvelles maisons etaient des maisons
pour realiser des projets de developpement
economique majeurs, tandis que d'auues sont
comme on en trouve partout ailleurs au Canada.
Ces aines voulaient demeurer dans leur maison en
satisfaites simplement de procurer a mus leurs
bois rond. La solution etait evidente et facile :
membres de l'eau potable et un systeme de
deplacer Jes maisons en bois rond!
plomberie dans leur maison.
En travaillant avec !es premieres nations, je dois
Mon travail aupres des collectivites des
premieres nations sur des reserves me donne parfois continuellement repousser Jes limices et redefinir
mon travail d'urbaniste. Cote negacif, j'ai trop
!'impression de travailler dans un pays etranger.
Lamenagement du territoire pour !es premieres
souvent un sentiment de frustration, alors que je
nations exige que !'on respecte Jes differences
vo is constamment des conditions de vie qui seraient
culturelles. Les a1nes ont un statut particulier, la
tout a fait inacceptables pour la plupart des
gestion du temps n'est pas roujours une priorite et ii Canadiens. Je trouve aussi decourageant d'avoir a
est essentiel d' envisager les problemes sociaux avec
decrire a mes amis et collegues la realite de la vie sur
une certaine empathie. Mais mes efforts d'ecoute et
les reserves. Mais mon travail est extremement
satisfaisant parce qu'en amelioranr !es conditions de
de patience Ont ete largement recompenses avec des
recits hysteriques du coyote filou, des invitations a
vie, je constate que !es gens sont plus heureux et
des podatchs, des pow-wows et des rodeos. J' aime
plus sains. Par-dessus rout, je peux rencontrer des
beaucoup mon travail, mais je remets souvent en
gens interessants et je suis heureuse de pouvoir
question la pertinence pour une non-autochrone de considerer mes clients comme des amis.
8
uavailler dans ces nations uniques. J'aime
particulierement travailler avec !es membres de la
collectivite qui aimeraient eventuellement faire
Deb Klassen preparait son doctorat a l'Universite
mon travail!
McMaster lorsqu'elle a entendu « l'appel de l'Ouest ».
Les projets « types » sont tres rares lorsqu'on
Elle est urbaniste aupres des premieres nations pour la
travaille avec Jes premieres nations. Par exemple, une firme Urban Systems depuis 1994. Elle invite Les
colleccivice nordique dans laquelle j' ai cravaille etait
lecteurs de Plan Canada a Lui poser des questions, en
en voie de deplacer la population d'un « ancien »
composant le (250) 374-8311.
village vers un « nouveau » village. Les maisons du
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The Cogswell Interchange,
Halifax: Fracture or Suture?

L echangeur Cogswell

a Halifax :

fracture ou suture?
by/p ar B everly A . Sanda lack

Back in the 1970s, Halifax's urban renewal p/.an
included the construction ofa highway along the
waterfront. While the p/.an fell by the wayside, the
unsightly Cogswell Interchange remains and has
effectively splintered the city. A student charette was
asked how they would deal with the problem. Here's
what they suggested.
Au cours des annees 1970, le p/.an de renovation
urbaine d'Halifax prevoyait /,a construction d'une
autoroute le long de /,a mer. Ce p/.an a depuis ete
relegue aux oubliettes, mais l'ajfreux echangeur
Cogswell est toujours la et ii a fragmente /,a ville.
Des etudiants ont ete invites, dans le cadre d 'une
charrette, aproposer des solutions ace probleme.
Voici leurs conclusions.

The problem
Urban renewal was once considered an innovation
char would cure any number of urban problems. In
Halifax, the downtown street pattern has changed
very lictle since the city was first established in 1749.
le wasn't until the 1970s, following the 195 7
Stephenson Report recommending urban renewal for
pare of the city, that a fourteen-acre area of substandard housing was cleared for redevelopment
into commercial and institutional uses and co
improve vehicular access co the downtown (Collier
1975, p. 163). This was considered at the rime co be
an "innovative solution"-an innovation that has
since proved co be pathological co the city.
Halifax's planning department at that time pro-
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posed, among other things, construction of a harbourfront freeway in order co accommodate projected
traffic volumes. The plans envisioned a high-speed,
four-lane freeway running parallel to the harbour
and, ultimately, construction of new bridges across
the harbour and the Northwest Arm. An elevated
interchange was constructed at the intersection of
Barrington and Cogswell Streets as the initial seep in
the plan. While plans for continuation of the harbourfront freeway never proceeded past chis first
step, the Cogswell Interchange remains. The
Cogswell Interchange is a massive transportation
structure that is hostile co pedestrians: it impedes
easy pedestrian circulation between the downtown
and the North End, and the business district in the
North End is in serious decline. The downtown
commercial district is also experiencing stress, in part
due co its isolation. This development, together with
several new massive commercial blocks, effectively
amputated Halifax's North End from the downtown
and created a physical, visual, and functional barrier
between them.
Recencly, transportation engineers with the
Halifax Regional Municipality have proposed
schemes that would eliminate the elevated structure
and replace it with two signaled intersections while
making some of the land available for development.
Those schemes probably meet the needs of vehicular
movement. However, if city redevelopment remains
just an exercise in traffic management, or in increasing the commercial tax base, then an opportunity
will be missed and the possibility for another "innovation" (read "urban design disaster") will loom high.
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Le probleme

The theory

La renovation urbaine a deja ere pen;:ue comme une
innovation qui allair permeme de regler une foule
de problemes urbains. A Halifax, le trace des rues du
centre-ville a rres peu change depuis I' etablissement
de la ville en 1749. Ce n'est qu'au cours des annees
1970, apres le rapport Stephenson de 1957
recommandant la renovation d'une partie de la ville,
qu' on a decide de raser un secteur de logements
delabres construits sur quatorze acres pour le
reamenager en usages commerciaux et
institutionnels et faciliter l'acces des vehicules au
centre-ville (Collier 1975, p. 163). A cette epoque,
cette decision etait consideree comme une « solurion
novatrice », une innovation qui, depuis, s'est
rransformee en veritable cauchemar pour la ville.
A cette epoque, le Service d'urbanisme de la
Ville d'Halifax avait propose la construction d'une
autoroute le long du secteur porruaire afin de
repondre a la hausse prevue du volume de
circulation. Ce projet envisageait une autoroute
grand debit a quatre voies traversant le port et le
bras Northwest. Dans une premiere phase, un
echangeur sureleve a ete construit a !'intersection
des rues Barrington et Cogswell. Le projet de
prolongation de l'autoroute est tombe dans l'oubli,
mais l'echangeur Cogswell est encore la. Cechangeur
Cogswell est une structure massive hostile aux
pietons. II nuir a la circulation pietonniere enrre le
centre-ville et le secteur nord, contribuant au declin
du district des affaires dans ce secteur. Le district
commercial du centre-ville eprouve egalement des
difficultes, en partie en raison de son isolement.
Cette situation, conjuguee a la construction de
plusieurs nouveaux grands complexes commerciaux,
a eu pour effet d'ampurer le nord d'Halifax du
centre-ville et de creer une barriere physique,
visuelle et fonctionnelle entre !es deux secteurs.
Recemment, !es ingenieurs des transports de la
Municipalite regionale d'Halifax Ont propose des
plans qui permemaient de faire dispara1tre cette
structure surelevee et de la remplacer par deux
intersections a signalisation, tout en liberant une
partie des terrains a des fins de reamenagement. Ces
plans favoriseront sans doure le deplacement des
vehicules, mais si le reamenagement urbain ne
demeure qu'un exercice de gestion de la circulation
ou ne sere qu'a elargir l'assiette fiscale commerciale,
alors nous manquerons une aurre occasion er nous
nous exposerons a une aurre « innovation »
(traduisez par « desastre de conception urbaine »).

Urban design used to be a part of
town planning and architectural
practice and was an area where
those professions would overlap.
For most of the past century, however, architecture has dealt primarily with individual owners and
properties while planning has been
concerned with land use and public policy. Landscape architecture,
the youngest of the environmental
design professions, has the broad
view necessary in considering
urban form, but is too often
marker-driven and sire-specific.
Architectural and planning
education have reinforced these
differences and further contributed
to the segregation of the professions. What's fallen between the
cracks has been the public realm;
hence, the renewed interest in
urban design, which has the public
realm as irs concern.
Transportation or economic
development plans frequently provide the impetus for city development or redevelopment. In the
absence of a more comprehensive
approach, the public realm is often
neglected. An urban design
approach promises this comprehensive view of planning and design,
with its objective being to develop
a city that is a network of good
quality public spaces (i.e., streets,
squares, parks, and waterfront)
connected by clear and legible
circulation for cars and pedestrians.
Halifax evolved from a compact
grid, a strong orientation to the
waterfront, and characteristic patterns of building massing-this
established the fabric of the city, and
its grain and scale. This grain and
fabric were ignored in the urban
renewal schemes and replaced with
lot, block, and streec..dimensions
that were completely foreign.
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1965

Figure-ground mapping of a section of
downtown Halifax illustrates the products of urban renewal, and makes clear
the proliferation of roads and parking
lots. Public space is not meaningfully
shaped, and pedestrian circulation has
been impeded as the massive blocks and
overpasses have replaced the permeable
grid of small blocks.

Cette carte d'une section du centre-ville
d'Halifax illustre les produits de la
renovation urbaine et demontre
clairement la proliferation des rues et des
aires de stationnement. Les espaces
publics ne sont pas bien amenages et la
circulation pietonne est reduite par les
immenses fa~des et les viaducs qui ont
remplace la grille permeable qu' offraient
auparavant Jes petits pates de maisons.
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La conception urbaine faisait
auparavant partie du domaine de
l' urbanisme et de !'architecture et
c'etait un secteur ou ces deux
professions pouvaient se
chevaucher. Mais, pour la majeure
partie du dernier siecle,
, !'architecture s'est interessee
principalement a la propriete
individuelle, tandis que
l'urbanisme s'est preoccupe de
!'occupation du sol et des
politiques publiques. L'archirecture
paysagiste, la plus jeune des
professions axees SUI
l'amenagement du cadre de vie, a
la perspective globale necessaire
pour etudier la forme urbaine,
mais elle est beaucoup trop
souvent motivee par !es imperarifs
du marche et trop localisee.
Photos of the site before renewal (top)
L' enseignement de
and after construction (bottom) of the
l'architecture et de l'urbanisme a
interchange.
accentue ces differences et
contribue davanrage a la
Photographies du terrain avant la
segregation des professions. Le
renovation (en haut) et apres la
perdanr clans cerre segregation a
construction (en bas) de l'echangeur.
ere le domaine public, ce qui
explique en partie l'interet
renouvele a l' endroit de la
conception urbaine, secceur qui s'interesse
principalement au domaine public.
Les projers de transport ou de developpement
economique sont souvent le moreur des initiatives
d'amenagement OU de reamenagement urbain. Faure
d'une approche plus globale, le domaine public est
souvent laisse pour compce. Une approche de
conception urbaine promet de procurer cette
perspective globale de l'urbanisme et de la
conception, dont l'objecrif est decreer une ville
comporcanc un reseau d'espaces publics de qualice
(rues, carres, pares et secteur riverain) relies par des
voies de circulation evidentes pour !es automobiles
et Jes pietons. Halifax erait auparavanc une grille
compacte, forcement orientee sur le bord de la mer
avec des immeubles rapproches, des caracreristiques
qui ont ecabli le tissu de la ville ainsi que sa texture
ec son echelle. Ces elements de texture et d' echelle
Ont ere ignores clans !es plans de renovation urbaine
er remplaces par des terrains, des paces de maisons et
des rues aux dimensions qui lui etaient
complerement etrangers.
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The charette
At the 1997 CAPS Conference, students were invited to participate in a charette that would redevelop
an important piece of downtown property in a comprehensive way. The Cogswell Interchange is overbuilt, and will soon be in need of costly repair. The
expected traffic volumes did not materialize, and
the interchange occupies a great deal of otherwise
developable land.
The cask was to consider che Cogswell
Exchange as more than a transportation planning
problem, a way to maximize the return on land, or
an opportunity for yet another "innovation. "
Students were asked to consider the importance of
the waterfront and the geography of the site, to consider the historic evolution of the downtown, and to
try to weave the city back together in such a way
chat the public realm would be enhanced.
The value of a charette is to confront a problem
within a shore period of time. This process quickly
places participants face-to-face with the major issues
and requires efficient and direct decision-making.
While no substitute for the necessary comprehensive
analysis and synthesis that a proper methodical project allows, a charette generates valuable ideas and
concepts and allows a certain type of creative
process to take place.
The projects were evaluated according to how
well the spatial structure supported the development
of good quality public spaces, how well the environmental and cultural context of Halifax was reflected,
and how effectively the circulation of cars and
pedestrians was handled. All the plans proposed
total removal of the Cogswell Interchange and handling rhe traffic by more modest means. The plans
all recognized the potential of creating a significant
place at the end of Cogswell Street at the waterfront,
and of using the continuous edge of buildings to
shape the spaces.
8

La charrette
Dans le cadre du congres 1997 de l'ACEAU, des
etudiancs Ont ere invites aparticiper aune charrette
visanc a reamenager complecement un grand secceur
immobilier du centre-ville. L'echangeur Cogswell est
inutile et ii necessicera bientoc des reparations
couceuses. Les volumes de circulation prevus ne se
sont pas materialises et l'echangeur occupe des
terrains qui pourraient ecre utilises a d' aucres fins.
La cache consisraic a envisager l'echangeur
Cogswell comme plus qu'un simple probleme de
planification des transports, une fas;on de maximiser
le rendement du terrain ou la possibilice de lancer
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une aurre « innovation ». On a demande aux
ecudiants de considerer !'importance du bard de
l'eau et de la geographie du terrain, de tenir compte
de !'evolution historique du centre-ville et d'essayer
de recreer le tissu de la ville de maniere a ameliorer
le domaine public.
Lutilite d'une charrette est qu'elle permet de se
pencher sur un probleme clans un court delai. Les
participants sont informes des principaux problemes
et doivent prendre des decisions rapides et efficaces.
Quoiqu'elle ne saurait remplacer !'analyse et la
synthese decaillees qu'exige un projec plus
methodique, une charrette permet tout de meme de
degager des idees et des concepts miles et elle donne
lieu a cerrains processus de creation.
Les projecs Ont ere evalues en fonccion de
la fac;:on done la structure spatiale favorisait
I'amenagement d'espaces publics de qualite, done le
contexte environnemental et culcurel d'Halifax etait
reflete et done la circulation automobile er pietonne
etait abordee. Taus les projets proposaiene
d'eliminer completemene l'echangeur Cogswell et
d' envisager la circulation avec des moyens plus
modestes. Les projets reconnaissaient taus la
possibilite d'amenager une grande place au bout de
la rue Cogswell sur le bard de l'eau er d'uriliser la
fac;:ade continue des immeubles pour fac;:onner !es
espaces.

-

Reference
Coll ier, R.W. I 975. Contemporary Cathedrals Large Scale Developments in Cities. Montreal, QC:

Winning Concept/Concept gagnant

J.(ft>J>JG,

!,~ 1MC,

p,11,Q ... 1>-l(, ~.o.~i;;;s
141o..-.t STll"'9'StlS'S

Participants: Laura Altenhof (TUNS),
Stacey Daigle (NSCAD), Nick Luka (Ryerson)

This plan was developed around the concept of
"connectivity," connecting the Commons to
the harbour by means of a greenway, and
strengthening the view of the water and the
access to the harbour.

Harvest House.

Charette Judges/Juges
Dr. Ann McAfee MCIP, Associate Director of
Planning, City of Vancouver
Valerie Spencer MCIP, Commissioner of Policy and
Planning, Halifax Regional Municipality
Kare Carmichael, Executive Director,
Downtown Halifax Business Commission

Beverly Sandalack, CSLA, is an Assistant Professor in
the Environmental Planning Department at the Nova
Scotia College ofArt and Design in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Prior to taking up this position in 1994, she
practiced landscape architecture and planning in
Alberta and Manitoba. Beverly holds a Master of
Landscape Architecture degree from the University of
Manitoba, and anticipates completion ofher Ph.D. at
the joint Centre for Urban Design, Oxford Brookes
University, Oxford, UK later this year. She can be
contacted at sandal@nscad.ns.ca.
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Ce plan est axe sur le concept de la
« connectivite », reliant le pare municipal au
port au moyen d'un couloir de verdure et
renforc;:ant la vue sur la mer et l'acces au port.

Beverly Sandalack, CSLA, est professeure associee au
Departement d'amenagement du cadre de vie au Nova
Scotia College ofArt and Design a Halifax, en
Nouvelle-Ecosse. Avant d'occuper ce poste en 1994, elle
a ete architecte-paysagiste et urbaniste en Alberta et au
Manitoba. Mme Sandalack detient une maftrise en
architecture paysagere de l'Universite du Manitoba et
compte terminer cette annee son doctorat au joint
Centre for Urban Design, Oxford Brookes University, a
Oxford, au Royaume-Uni. Vous pouvez la rejoindre a
l'adresse suivante : sandal@nscad. ns. ca.
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Other interesting concepts
Autres concepts interessants
Participants: Sue Bunce (York), Kathrin Feigs
(NSCAD), Paul Jordan (NSCAD), Vishal
Kapur (Manitoba)

This concept re-established the historic grid
pattern and developed a "green network," including
a green allee.
Ce concept retablit le modele de grille
d'autrefois et prevoit l'amenagement d'un « reseau
de verdure », comportant une allee verce.

Participants: Gayle Chapman (NSCAD), Brian
Crooks (McGill), Chris Kata (NSCAD), Deanne
Mighton (Waterloo), Lor Pellegrino (McGill)

I
I

This concept attempted to keep traffic
simple, increase modal choice, and develop a
waterfront park.
Ce concept vise a simplifier la circulation,

I

aaccro1tre !es choix modaux et aamenager un
pare nveram.

I

I
I
I

Participants: Dave Atkinson (NSCAD), Sasha von
Kursell (TUNS), Isabel Olivares (Windsor), Akash
Sinha (Queen's)

This plan also developed a grand avenue
leading to the waterfront and terminating in a
waterfront park.
Ce plan prevoit egalement une grande avenue
menant au bord de l'eau et se terminant en un pare
nvera.m.

I
I
4D
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A design charette The student organizer's perspective

Une charrette de conception - La
perspective de I' organisatrice etudiante

by Chrystal Fuiier (NSCAD Environmental Planning
Student and member ofthe CAPS organizing
committee)

par Chrystal Fuiier (etudiante en amenagement du
milieu a La NSCAD et membre du comite organisateur
deL'ACEAU)

En general, pendant !es congres, on reste assis econ
Conferences often involve lots of sitting and listening with very lircle "doing. " Conference participants ecouce. Les participants ont rarement !'occasion
rarely get a change to interact with others. We opted d'interagir entre eux. Nous avons choisi d'organiser
une charrette craitant d'un probleme
to organize a
reel afin de permeme aux ecudiancs
charette based upon
d'appliquer leurs connaissances et de
a real-world probproposer des solutions de rechange au
lem to provide
cadre urbain existant.
students with the
Les participants ont rei;:u de
opportunity ro
!'information au sujet du sentiment
apply their skills
d' appartenance et de la forme urbaine,
and propose alternatives to the existun bref historique de I' opposition de
la colleccivice a l'echangeur et des
ing development.
Participants
consequences de l'echangeur
sur le milieu d' affaires du
were briefed on issues of sense
centre-ville. Le tout s' est
of place and urban form, a
brief history of the communicermine par une visite des
ty opposition to the interlieux.
Trente-deux heures plus
change, and the effects of the
interchange on the downtown
card, !es equipes de la
business community. A sitecharrette se sont reunies de
visit rounded out the backnouveau !ors d'une reception
ground information provided.
offerte par la Downtown
Thirty-two hours later,
Halifax Business
the charette teams reconvened
Commission, qui conservera
at a reception sponsored by
!es schemas definicifs. Des
the Downtown Halifax
urbanistes et des gens
Business Commission, who
d'affaires locaux one ere
would retain the final drawinvites a examiner !es projets.
ings. Local planners and busiCette charrette a fourni
ness people were invited to
L--~---------=--------- un cadre ou !es ecudiants ont
review the work.
pu partager de !'information, des techniques et des
This charette provided an atmosphere where
idees et apprendre l'un de l'autre. Ils Ont egalement
students could share information, techniques, and
appris a decouvrir d'autres programmes
ideas, and learn from each ocher. They also learned
d'urbanisme, Ont ete exposes a de nouvelles
more about other planning programs, were exposed approches et ont etabli de nouveaux contacts.
ro new approaches, and made new contacts. At the
En bout de ligne, !es etudiants Ont appris a
end, students felt like they had a better understand- mieux connaitre !es problemes d'urbanisme
ing of planning issues in Halifax and had something propres a Halifax et leurs efforts one produit
tangible to show for their efforts!
49 des resulcacs tangibles!
49
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Conference Highlights
My most memorable moment
was at the Banquet where the
several new Fellows were
announced. This for me,
marks a "coming of age" of
the Institute. It is long overdue and I applaud the past
Council and the Committee
for their attention to it.
Bob Caldwell MCIP
Edmonton, Alberta

Adaptive reuse - the Quidi Vidi Brewing Co. is
Newfoundland's first microbrewery. It is housed in
an old fish processing plant in the village of Quidi
Vidi.

Adaptation d'une usine - La Quidi Vidi Brewing
Co. est la premiere microbrasserie a Terre-Neuve.
Elle est amenagee dans une ancienne usine
de transformation de poisson dans le village de
Quidi Vidi.

Plan Canada

~ The Quidi Vidi kitty is a stray
~ who found a home at the micro-

.'.l brewery. Hibernia is one of their
\j

three brews produced.
Le chat Quidi Vidi etait un chat
errant qui a trouve demeure a la
microbrasserie. Hibernia est
l'une des trois bieres produites
par la rnicrobrasserie.

My most memorable highlight of
the St. John's conference was listening to the debate on the future of
rural Canada.
I am beginning to realise that
for many of us living here, our city
counterparts have a limited appreciation of the country as a whole and the significance of our regional differences. If we are to hold
this country together and grow as a nation, planners of all people should understand regional
geography.
Surely we know that rural Canada is comprised of viable communities that have
economies built around mining, forestry, fishing, tourism, and a variety of other enterprises
as well as agriculture. I must acknowledge the
increasing urbanization of this country; look
at any map and see how we cling to a small
strip of land along the 49th parallel overlooking the vast wealth and resources of the
rest of the country. When First Nations people here
in the Yukon talk about planning they always think
in a holistic sense starting with land, water, and air
as an interrelated system. Urban and rural Canada
are part of the same jigsaw puzzle - just different
pieces.
After the debate, I had a terribly sinking feeling
that we are quickly becoming a profession of "urban
city planners" whose connection to the land is
reflected only in a trip to the local farmer's market
on our way to cottage country.
Ian D . Robertson MCIP
Whitehorse, Yukon
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Faits saillants du congres
Le moment le plus memorable a ete le banquet,
lorsqu'on a annonce la nomination de nouveaux
fellows. Pour moi, cette manifestation marque le
« passage a!'age adulte » de l'Institut. Ce moment
etait attendu depuis longtemps et je felicite le
Conseil sortant et le cornice d'y avoir pense.

Bob Caldwell MCIP

Plan Canada voyage! La directrice generale de
l'ICU, Rachel Corbett, porte sa casquette de Plan
Canada !ors d'une excursion en kayak organisee
apres le congres.
Plan Canada travels! CIP Executive Director
Rachel Corbett sports her Plan Canada hat on a
post-conference kayak trip.

Edmonton, Alberta

Selan moi, le moment le plus memorable du
congres de St. John's a ete le debar sur l'avenir
du Canada rural.
Je constate que, pour beaucoup d'encre
nous qui vivons ici aWhitehorse, nos collegues
citadins one une appreciation limitee de
!'ensemble du pays et de !' importance
des differences regionales. Si nous
voulons maintenir !'unite de notre pays
et assurer sa croissance, !es urbanistes,
plus que tout autres, se doivenc de bien
conna1tre la geographie regionale.
Certes nous savons que le Canada
rural est compose de collectivites viables
done I' economie repose sur !es mines,
les forets, la peche, !'agriculture, le
tourisme et diverses autres encreprises.
Mais nous devons reconna1tre
!'urbanisation croissante de notre pays.
Consultez n'importe quelle carte et
vous verrez comment nous nous
accrochons a une mince bande de terre le
long du 49e parallele, surplombant !'immense
richesse et !es enormes ressources du reste du
Canada. Lorsque !es premieres nations du Yukon
parlenc d' arnenagemenc urbain, ils I' envisagenc
toujours d'une perspective globale. Ils considerenc
la terre, l'eau et !'air comme un systeme
interdependant. Le Canada urbain et le Canada
rural font rous !es deux partie du meme casse-tete.
Ce ne sonc que des morceaux differencs.
Apres ce debar, j'ai eu le sentiment desolant que
nous sommes en voie de devenir une profession
d'« urbanistes urbains », done le seul lien avec la terre
est cet arret chez le fermier local en route vers le chalet.
Ian D . Robertson MCIP
Whitehorse, Yukon

Plan Canada

Les Participants a la course au
tresor se soumettent au traditionnel « screeching-in ».
Passport to Treasure participants
were "screeched-in" by this
charming fellow.

Buddy Wasisnarne and the Other Fellers ont
diverti les delegues loFS du banquet de cloture.
Buddy Wasisnarne and the Other Fellers
delighted delegates at the final banquet.
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Obituary
Professor Gordon Stephenson, architect and city
planner, died on March 29, 1997 at the age of88.
Stephenson worked in Europe, Australia, and Canada
and was an honorary member ofthe Canadian
Institute ofPlanners. Christina DeMarco, who coauthored a book with Stephenson about his life and
work titled On a Human Scale: A Life in City
Design, shares this tribute.
Gordon Stephenson's career as an architect, planner,
and professor spanned three generations. He was
born in Liverpool in 1908, began his career as a
young architect in Le Corbusier's office in Paris in
1931, and continued to work as a planning consultant until his death 66 years later. The story of
Gordon Stephenson's life and work is a lesson in the
evolution of planning in the 20th century.
Stephenson's career spanned three continents.
In England, he was a key figure in postwar planning. He held the Chair of Civic Design at
Liverpool University from 1948 to 1953. Among
his most notable achievements in Britain was his
role on the team (led by Patrick Abercrombie) that
put together the Greater London Plan in 1943. He
was also the chief author of the New Town Plan for
Stevenage. These plans had a significant influence on
the practice of planning in Britain, Canada, and
Australia. In Australia, where he lived for almost 40
years, Stephenson was a consultant architect and a
professor at Perth's beautiful University of Western
Australia. He also authored the Metropolitan Plan
for Perth.
In 1955, Stephenson was a founding professor
of the Town and Regional Planning School at the
University ofToronto. While Chair of the planning
school (1955 to 1960), he authored many important planning studies for a host of Canadian cities,
including Toronto, Halifax, Kingston, and
Vancouver.
Th.e story of how he ended up in Toronto is a
fascinating one. In 1952, two Australian planning
officials went to England in search of Britain's best
planner of the day to create a Metropolitan Plan for
Perch. That offer alone would not have been enough
to lure Stephenson away from his post as Chair of
Civic Design at Liverpool and editor of the Town
Planning Review. However, around the same time
MIT approached him to become their Chair of City
Planning. With an American wife and the offer of a
prestigious American university post, he agreed to

44
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leave Liverpool for MIT, on the condition that he
go to Perth first to complete the plan. Upon completion of the Perth plan in 1954, Stephenson began
to get his American visa papers in order. Sadly, he
soon found out that a visit to the Soviet Union in
the 1930s, as well as working in Liverpool for the
relief of victims of German fascism was enough to
put a "red mark" beside his name during the
McCarthy era. When the University ofToronto
found out about his visa problem, they immediately
offered him a position to establish their planning
school.
Stephenson remained in Canada until 1960
when, at the urging of the Chancellor of the
University of Western Australia, he returned to
Perth to help design the campus and establish their
School of Architecture.
Gordon Stephenson was quick to praise ochers
and was not a self-promoter. As a result of my coaxing in 1991, he agreed to embark on writing the
story of his life and work. Even in the course of
preparing his own historical record, he was always
reticent to talk about his contribution, wanting to
ensure that the work of ochers was recognized. He
greatly admired and was influenced by the works of
Ebenezer Howard, Patrick Geddes, Raymond
Unwin, Patrick Abercrombie, Lewis Mumford, and
Clarence Stein. Lewis Mumford died while
Stephenson and I were working on his autobiogra-
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nouveautes

phy. In memory, Stephenson devoted a chapter of his book to
Mumford's works.
In 1995, Stephenson published
a 60-page pamphlet called
Compassionate Town Planning. In
this publication, he gave a succinct
history of town planning in the 19th
and 20th centuries. Although somewhat oblique, his beliefs and laments
came out between the lines of his
work. Stephenson's own philosophy
is best summed up in the words of
Lord Woolton:

to summarize: town planning
must become a conscious and
thorough effort to direct and control the growth ofcities, and the
outskirts ofcities. It must aim at
farcing upward the standard of
life, class by class, securing far
each the fallest possible exercise of
freedom, but curbing always such
individual initiative that would
likely to trespass on the rights on
liberties ofothers. Town planning
postulated town comprehension;
survey and conscious direction of
farces must precede civic design.

en

urbanisme

INA

HUMAN SCALE

A LIFE IN QTY DF.sIGN

GORDON STEPHENSON
EDITED BY

CHRISTINA DEMARCO

Stephenson believed that planning had lost its way in recent decades and called for
a return to the sense of purpose and vision held by
the likes of Geddes, Howard, and Mumford. He
also called for the return of the political will displayed by British politicians, particularly Churchill
in the postwar years, to improve the social and economic conditions of city life. In the last lines of
Compassionate Town Planning, Gordon Stephenson
says, "the time is ripe for a new generation of compassionate planners to enter and hold sway the
House of Commons."
8
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Necrologie
Le professeur Gordon Stephenson, architecte et
urbaniste, est decide le 29 mars 1997 a !'age de 88
ans. M Stephenson a travaille en Europe, en Australie
et au Canada, et ii etait membre honoraire de
l1nstitut canadien des urbanistes. Christina DeMarco,
coauteure avec M . Stephenson d 'un ouvrage sur sa vie
et son oeuvre intitule On a Human Scale: A Life in
City Design, nous presente cet hommage.

La carriere de Gordon Stephenson a titre
d'architecte, d'urbaniste et de professeur couvre trois
generations. Ne a Liverpool en 1908, ii a commence
sa carriere comme jeune architecte clans le cabinet
de Le Corbusier a Paris en 1931 et a continue de
travailler a titre d'urbaniste-conseil jusqu'a sa mort
66 ans plus tard. Le recit de la vie et de !'oeuvre de
Gordon Stephenson est une lec;:on clans !'evolution
de l'urbanisme au 20e siecle.
M. Stephenson a exerce sa profession sur trois
continents. En Angleterre, ii a ete un intervenant
majeur pendant la periode d'urbanisme d'apresguerre. De 1948 a 1953, ii a occupe la chaire de la
Faculte d'amenagement des villes a l'Universite de
Liverpool. Parmi ses principales realisations en
Grande-Bretagne, soulignons son role au sein de
l'equipe (dirigee par Patrick Abercrombie) qui a
elabore le plan d'amenagement de la region
metropolitaine de Londres en 1943. II a egalement ete
le principal auteur du nouveau plan d'amenagement
urbain de Stevenage. Ces plans ont eu une influence
majeure sur la pratique de l'urbanisme en GrandeBretagne, au Canada et en Australie. En Auscralie,
ou ii a vecu pendant pres de 40 ans, M. Stephenson
a ete architecte-conseil et professeur a la magnifique
University of Western Australia, a Perth. II a
egalement elabore le plan d'amenagement
metropolitain de Perth.
En 1955, M. Stephenson etait un des
professeurs fondateurs de la Town and Planning
School a l'Universite de Toronto. Alors qu'il
occupait la chaire de !'Ecole d'urbanisme (de 1955 a
1960), ii a realise plusieurs etudes urbanistiques
majeures sur beaucoup de villes canadiennes, dont
Toronto, Halifax, Kingston et Vancouver.
Les circonstances qui l'ont amene a Toronto
sont fascinantes. En 1952, deux responsables
australiens de l'urbanisme se sont rendus en
Angleterre a la recherche du meilleur urbaniste de
l'epoque en Grande-Bretagne en vue d'elaborer un
plan d'amenagement metropolitain pour la Ville de
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Perth. A elle seule, cette offre n'aurait pas suffi a
persuader M . Stephenson de renoncer a ses
fonctions a la chaire de la Faculte d' amenagement
des villes a Liverpool et de redacteur du Town
Planning Review. Toutefois, a la meme epoque, le
MIT l'a invite a occuper la chaire de sa Faculte
d'urbanisme. Puisque son epouse etait americaine et
que l'offre d'un poste clans une prestigieuse
universite americaine etait fort interessante, ii a
accepte de quitter Liverpool pour le MIT, a
condition de pouvoir se rendre d'abord a Perth pour
realiser son plan d'amenagement. Lorsqu'il a acheve
le plan d'amenagement de Perth en 1954, M.
Stephenson a commence a rassembler ses
documents pour obtenir son visa americain.
Malheureusement, ii a decouvert que son voyage en
Union sovietique clans !es annees 1930 et le fait qu'il
avait travaille a Liverpool pour venir en aide aux
victimes du fascisme allemand ont suffi pour faire
inscrire son nom sur la « liste noire » pendant !'ere
du maccarthysme. Lorsque l'Universite de Toronto a
eu vent qu'il ne pouvait obrenir son visa pour !es
Erats-Unis, elle lui a immediatement offert un poste
pour mettre sur pied son Ecole d'urbanisme.
M. Stephenson est reste au Canada jusqu'en
1960, lorsqu'a la demande du chancelier de la
University of Western Australia ii est retourne a
Perth pour aider a amenager le campus et instiruer
!'Ecole d' architecture.
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Gordon Stephenson n'hesitait
pas a faire I' eloge des autres et ii ne
cherchait pas a promouvoir ses
propres realisations. Cedant a mes
demandes reperees, ii a finalement
accepte en 1991 de se lancer clans la
redaction du recir de sa vie et de son
oeuvre. Meme lorsqu'il preparait son
profil biographique, ii erair roujours
reticent a mentionner ses
contributions, preferant reconna1tre
le travail des autres. II a beaucoup
admire er a ere influence par !es
travaux d'Ebenezer Howard, Patrick
Geddes, Raymond Unwin, Patrick
Abercrombie, Lewis Mumford et
Clarence Stein. Lewis Mumford est
decede alors que M. Stephenson et
moi preparions son aurobiographie.
Asa memoire, M . Stephenson a
consacre un chapirre de son livre aux
travaux de Lewis Mumford.
En 1995, M. Stephenson a
publie un petit ouvrage de 60 pages,
intirule Compassionate Town
Planning, clans lequel ii presentair un
bref hisrorique de l'urbanisme aux
l 9e et 20e siecles. Sans !es exprimer
directement, ses croyances et ses
regrets pouvaient se lire entre !es
lignes de son ouvrage. La
philosophie de M. Stephenson est
mieux resumee clans les mots de Lord Woolron :
En somme, l'urbanisme doit etre un effort
conscient et complet en vue d'orienter et de
controler la croissance des villes et de leurs
banlieues. L'urbanisme doit chercher a
ameliorer le niveau de vie, classe par classe, en
permettant a chacune d'exercer sa pleine
liberte, mais en cherchant toujours afteiner
!es initiatives individuelles susceptibles de
porter atteinte aux droits et libertes d'autrui.
L'amenagement des villes sous-tend une
connaissance approfandie des villes; les etudes
preliminaires et !'orientation consciente des
farces doivent preceder l'amenagement comme
tel.
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CHRISTINA DEMARCO

M. Stephenson croyait que l'urbanisme s'etait
un peu egare depuis les dernieres decennies et iJ
souhaitait un rerour a une vision et a des burs bien
precis comme le preconisaient des gens comme
Geddes, Howard et Mumford. II souhaitait
egalement un retour a la volonte polirique
manifestee par cerrains politiciens britanniques, en
parriculier Churchill, dans !es annees d'apres-guerre,
en vue d'ameliorer !es conditions sociales et
economiques de la vie urbaine. Dans les dernieres
lignes de Compassionate Town Planning, Gordon
Stephenson souligne que : « le moment est venu
pour l'entree en scene d'une nouvelle generation
d'urbanistes compatissants qui saura influencer la
Chambre des communes » .
4B
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